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The student assistant is an important figure in the high-school
library. Student help that is thorou^ly trained and carefully super¬
vised is of great -value -to the librazlans and to patrons* This is
especially true in -the school library idiere s-tudent assis-tants perform
routine tasks so that the librarian is available for more professional
duties.
S-tudent help is one of the best means of developing student interest
in the sdiool library.^ In re-tum the studrait assistants receive signifi¬
cant educational values. They render useful service -to the library idiile
helping themselves educationally*^
The idea of a student assistants* program^ or organization, is not
met vith favor by all librarians, library supervisors, coordina-tors, and
inquisiti-Te educators. There are s(»ie professional school llbraidans mho
feel that a sta-te association of student library assls-tan-ts "would not meet
-their needs and would create -the wrong ia^ression as to the scope of library
work.
■4tary Peacock Douglas, The Teacher-Librarian*3 Handbook (2d ed,
Chicago: American Library Association, l9li9), p. 21.
^Guy R. Lyle, The Administration of the College Library (2d ed.
New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 194^), p. 3.6.
3Let-ter from Mercedes B. MacKay, Secre-tary and Direc-tor, Sou-th Dakota
Free Library Commission, Pierre, South Dakota, December 16, l^SU.
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One librarian In expressing her opinion on the Idea of a statewide
organization for student assistants, agrees that the Idea Is a good one
for those students Interested In their sdhool libraries, bat also believes
that It Is predicated on "another Idea, a false one, that students are firee
to leave sdiool early to attend meetings, that students can always speixl
Saturdays at meetings, that students have no other dub interests."^
There are those who feel that the primary jmxpose of the use of
student library assistants and student Ubraiy assistants' organizations is
to exploit students as possible recruits for the field of lilurarlanship.
In 1937 Ifrs. E, R, Johnson^ wrote an article for Reading and School
Libraries as a reply to this same type of criticism. Now, over 18 years later,
her reply still seems to hold Its same Importance and significance. The
librarian Imparts all that she has to the boys and girls, training them to be
good citizens and to take their place In iiielr future world, whether It be
business, college or horns. No one Is exploited and a spirit of comradeship
between the student assistant and the librarian develops Into a lasting
friendship.
Recognizing the importance of student assistants' programs In high
schools, many states have organized student assistant gxx>ups on a state-wide
basis for the education, stimulation of Interest In Hbrarlanshlp and recre¬
ation of boys and girls sho are serving their respective sdiools as student
library assistants throughout the state.
^Letter from Ann Paul, Librarian, Watertown High School, Waterbury,
Connecticut, Narch 20, 1955*
^E. R. Johnson, "ffhat Library Craft Neans to Junior High School
Pupils," Reading and School Libraries, III (January-February, 1937)* 101.
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Kew Jersey was the first state to organize Its local student
library assistants' clubs Into a state-wide organization.^ In 1929 idxen
these student assistant clubs were organized there were over 150 students
present representing 1^ high schools. The Association, termed the
N. J. S. L. C. A. (Hew Jersey School Library Councils Association), cele¬
brated Its twenty-fifth anniversary In the spring of 195U*
By 195U there were about 21 other states with student library
assistants* organizations exceeding a local level. Of these, l5 were ex¬
clusively state-wide, idille the organizations of the remaining six were
functioning either as county, district, or regional associations.
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study Is to describe the origin, constitutions,
projects, organizational patterns and the pubUeatlons of state-wide studdnt
assistant organizations as revealed In the literature on the subject and
throng correspondence with the organizations.
Responses to inquiries made of state library agencies have revealed
that m states have their library assistants* organizations functioning on
a state-wide basis. This study will Include all of these organizations.
Significance
It Is hoped that this study will bring together and record for the
first tine a body of information concerning the history, purposes and achieve-
ments of student library assistants* organizations. The study should
contribute to previous studies on student library assistants and student
^"Student Assistants Have State-Wide Organlzatlooa,* Junior Libraries,
I (January 1$, 1955), 12.
h
assistants' organizations and it is hoped that it iri.ll be useful to those
states in the process of, or considering organizing state associations of
student library assistants.
Definition
Student assistants in this study generally refers to high-school
student assistants only.
Methodology
From the State Sdiool and Children's Library Supervisors Section of
the American Library Association Membership Directory for names of
state supervisors of school libraries from each of the itS statea were se¬
lected. Letters were sent to persons selected from the directory asking for
the naine(s) of the personCs) in each state who could give Information on the
origin, organization, constitution, projects and publications of state
associations of student library assistants. When responses were received
from the supervisors and consultants, letters wez^ v^tten to persons whose
names were suggested, asking for any available infomatlon on the origin,
organization, constithtlon, projects and publications of state student
assistants' organizations. In many cases, however, information needed was
sent by the supervisors and consultants.
The origin of each of the student libraxy assistants' organizations
will be described individually and a con^site picture of the origin of the
student assistants' grot^s in this study will be shown in a table (see
page 2U )• A map of the United States also shows the geographical location
by states of these state associations (see figure 1).
^American Library Association, "State School And Children's Library
Supervisors," Membership Directory, (Chicago: Amezican Library Association,
1952), pp. 33^^510:
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The constitutions of the student assistants' groups will be
described and compared with regard to their content. The projects
sponsored by the student assistants' groups will be described and conpared.
Survey of the literature on Student Library
Assistants' Organizations
An examination of the literature on student library assistants has
rewealed that considerable attention has been focused on such groups in the
form of studies and reports, but less eaphasis has been placed on the organi¬
zation of state-wide organizations of student library assistants. Magazine
articles and r^orts from studies on the functions and activities of such
organizations did reveal a definite awareness of the presence and signifi¬
cance of such groups on county, district, regional and state-wide levels.
According to an article by Lora Hunter,^ in the October, 1952 issue
of Wilson Library Bulletin, "library clubs are finding their ri^tful place
in Ihe busy world of library service." Their worth has more than compen¬
sated for the tremendous responsibility placed upon librarians. Active
library clubs enrich a library program. Students e^diibit greater interest
in Ihe library because of these clubs. As a result the school and the library
are integrated more closely.
Probably the most extensive current article treating state-wide
associations of student library assistants as a collective group is the
article entitled "Student Assistants Have State-Wide Organizations."^
was adapted from an Indiana study of student assistant organizations and
^ora C. Hunter, "i^ibrary Clubs in Florida Secondazy Schools,"
Wilflon Libraiy Bulletin, mill (October, 1953), 200.
^"Student Assistants Have State-Wide Organizations," op. cit.,
pp. 12-13.
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other sources the editor of Junior Libraries.^ The article pointed out
the existence of lU student assistant associations on a state-iflde basis*
A brief descrlptiye aeco\mt of each of these organizations was
st^plied, giviz^ the dates of origin, which extended from 1929 in the case
of New Jersey to 195U, the organization date of the Mississippi strident
assistants.
Also pointed out were the Beeting schedules idiich average around
one meeting a year la the least. The teen-«gers of these organizations
assemble in order to work on mutual problems and enjoy fellowship and fun.
They render Inqportanb assistance to their own libraries and suggest natural
candidates for recruiting, especially at a time when the profession is deeply
concerned about the shortage of professional librarians.
Also disclosed were the activities of Georgia sitodent assistants
idilch avB generally on a district basis, and of Pennsylvania whose student
assistants are also organized into districts.
In 1952 a Sub-Committee of the School Libraries Committee of the
Southeastern Library Association made a report at the Biennial Meeting in
Atlanta, Georgia, on the results of a previous Southeastern Survey of Student
Assistants.^ The results of this report were published in ttie Library
Journal, December 15, 1952 ly Euby Ethel Cundiff chairman of the sub¬
committee. The Committee made a survey on student assistants in the South¬
eastern region. State-wide student assistant organizations only held a
^Ibid.
%uby Ethel CuncH.ff, "Southeastern Survey of Student Assistants,"
Library Journal, LXX7II (December 15, 1952), 2120-1.
3lbid.
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minor part in ths study shich listed five such organizations in the
region.
from these states 12U schools reported that a statewide organi¬
zation aids in recruitment for library eork, but seven did not think that
it had any effect. One hundred reported that a state-iride organization
developed leadership, but one school thought that it did not. Ninety re¬
ported that a state-wide organization aided in recruiting students for the
individual school, but 3^^ thou^t it made no difference. Eighty-nine
schools reported that a state-wide organization of student library assistants
raised ths prestige of the library, ehile aae thought that it did not.
Both the Candiff article^ and the article "Student Assistants Have
State-Wide Organizations"^ reveal that Tennessee and Alabama have state-wide
organizations of student library assistants. However, correspondence with
autiioritative sources regarding these states explains that neither Tennessee^
nor Alabama^ have state-iride organizations of student library assistants. The
student assistant organizations of Tennessee are divided into three regions.
Those of Alabama function on a county-wide basis.
The activities and progress of Individual state-wide associations
of student library assistants have been publicized in many magazines and other
^Ibid.
^wstudent Assistants Hava State-Wide Organizations," op. elt., p. 13.
^Letter from Louise Meredith, Supervisor of School Libraries, State
of Tennessee Department of Education, Instructional Materials and Library
Service, Nashville, Tennessee, December 17,
^Letter from Jean Hoffman, Secretary, Alabama Library Association,
April 5, 1955.
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periodical articles by librarians, sponsors, coordinators, and by the
student assistants themselyes. Typical of such publicizl33g is the Arkansas
Student Assistants' Association, reported by Juanita Canpbell for the
Library Journal,^ and Arkansas Libraries the Hoosier Student Librarians»
Association of Indiana by Margaret L. Turk for the Library Joumal}3 the
Maryland Council of Student Library Organizations discussed in Top of the
Netrs;^ the Student Library Assistants Association of Michigan, previeired for
the Library Journal^ by M. G# Hunt; the Mississippi Student Assistants
Association by AnnabsUe Koonce for School Libraries}^ -Uie New Jersey School
Library Councils Association discussed by Mary V. Gaver in Top of the News;?
and the North Carolina Hlgh-School Library Association reported by Mary
Peacock Douglas, also for Top of Ifae News«^
Juanita Canpbell, "Arkatsas Assistants Organize,” Library Journal,
LKX7II (Noveaiber l5, 1952), 1552-3. '
^Juanita Canqpbell, "Dream Come True,” Arkansas Libraries, H
(July, 1952), 6-7.
^Margaret L. Turk, "Future Hoosier School Librarians,” Library
Journal, IXXV (September 15, 1950), lk76~7*
Elizabeth Stickily, "Maryland Council of Student Library Organi¬
zations,” Top of the Mews, V (December, 19U8), l4«
^Mate G. Hunt, "Michigan Cao^ Meetings; Student Librarians Workshop,”
Library Journal, liXVlI (November 15, 1952), 19U9-50.
^Annabelle Koonce, "Student Assistants' Organization,” School
Libraries, III (December, 1953), 9
7Mary V. Gaver, "The New Jersey Sdiool Library Councils Association,”
Top of the News, V (December, 19U8), 15.
%aiy Peacock Douglas, "The North Carolina High-School Library
Association,” Wilson Library Bulletin, HV (October, 1950), 1701.
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The Texas association for student librarj assistants has been
given a great deal of publicity and discuision in the Wilson Library
BuUetinj^. the Library Journal^ and the Texas Library Journal*^
A stu(^ of the library clubs in -Oie secondary schools of Florida
was Blade in 1^51 by Lora C* Hunter*^ Even though this study is concerned
priaiarily with the clubs throughout the state of Florida, it bears signifi¬
cance for the Florida High School Library Council (official name for the
stats association of student llbxury assistants) because it is these clubs
uhich constitute the state organization.
The study pointed out the progress made by Florida school librarians
in the organization and development of library clubs throughout the state.
Sixty-nine per cent of Ihe secondary schools of Florida were provided with
library clubs* Seventy-six per cent of these clubs have been organized since
191*5.
The study revealed that the library clubs in the secondary schools
of Florida compare very favorably with the theories of library clubs as set
forth in the literature in the field*^
%aNello Love, "Teias •Brags* About Teen-4.^ Library Association,"
Wilson Library Bulletin, 117 (October, 1950), 1701.
^LaNella Love, "Nineteen Schools Represented in Texas Teen-Age
Association," Library Journal, UJJ (February 15, 1950), 252.
%. Hinojosa, "Teen-Age Library Association," Texas Library Journal,
XXVIII (Septeadber, 1952), 129-30.
^Lora C. Hunter, "Library Clubs in Florida Secondary Schools,"
Wilson Library Bullatin,.UVUI (October, 1953)* 200,
^Ibid.
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What of the future? Richard Barrett Lowe has thought further,
eyen furUier than the organization of state*4ride associations of student
library assistants. In an article for Wilson Library BullatiJ* in 19U9*
Lone suggested that the tine had cone for schools and states to organize
their student assistants on a national basis in order to farther notlyate
their work, placing it on a level with other organized activities of the
school.
In this tjrps of organization annual district or state workshops
would be instituted and held possibly \inder the sponsorship of colleges
and universities. They would include demonstrations in bookbinding and
repair, instructions, discussions, field trips, exhibits, etcetera. They
would contribute immeasurably to Ixsprove practices within the schools and
the morale of the students involved.
The general purposes of the National Association of Hi^-School
Student Librarians, as Lows would have it called, would be to promote
hl^er standards in the school libraries, to increase efficiency in the
students* performance of library duties, and to encourage tbs application of
the best library practices aiKi procedures.
Richard Barrett Lowe, "A National Association of Student Librarians,"
Wilson Library Bulletin, IHV (October, 19U9), 158.
CHAPTER II
ORIQIH MD ORGANIZ/^TIGN OF STA.TS ASSOCIATIGNS
OF STUDENT LIBRARY ASSISTANTS
Each of the 1$ existing state-wide associations of student
llbraxy assistants has its own tnlqne historical and organisational
pattern, extending fz^a the pioneer organisation in New Jersey to the
aost recent group, the Mississippi student library assistants, A dear
and composite picture of the origin (see Table 1) and organisaticxial
pattezn of these groups necessitates the indlTldual description of each
in its historical setting*
Because of a definite overlapping between the materials discussed
in this diapter and those constituting the following chapter, repetition,
and not oversight will bo responsible for the inclusion or exclusion of
such materials in either chapters•
New Jersey, 1929March 23, 1929, at the suggestion of Miss
Alice M* Bible, President of the New Jersey School Library Association,
the initial meeting of the New Jersey School Library Councils Association
was held in the auditorium of the Wanamaker Store in New York City. More
than 150 students representing more than l5 high schools were present at
that first meeting idiere, under the sponsorship of Miss Mary Ann Clark of
Bayonne, Miss Laura Fans of Atlantic City, and Miss Alice M* Bible of
Westfield, the state organization of student library assistants was
11
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organized, and lamedlately became knoen as the New Jersey School Library
Councils Association.^
The nucleus for a real service group iras developed through the
vision of these persons. It presented the opportunity to develop "book
lovers and good library users” among young students. The realization
that friendly service helped fill the needs of students and classes alike
o
was discovered*^
Following the adoption of the first constltutiaEi in 1930, the
NJSLCA (New Jersey School library Councils Association) has bean holding
two meetings a year, each at different schools and on Saturday* (kie of
these meetings is a spring meeting* State meetings have been held in a
hi^ school, the state mosena of Trenton, New Jersey College for Women at
Rutgers University, Troiton State Teachers College and at iVlnceton Ihii-
versity.
The meetings are broadening experiences for the boys and girls lAo
attend* They consist of ecmferences and guest speakers such as publishers,
authors, illustrators, and librarians from outstanding school, public,
and college libraries* Recent speakers have been noted authors in the
field of literature for childaren and young adults such as Agnes S* Turnbull,
Gateau, Adele De Leeuw, and Betty Cavanna.
The boys and girls participate in various discussions and puiels,
as well as hear and leam of new methods of doing their jobs. As a result
they go back to their schools ready to modify old jobs and adopt Interesting
new (mss* Of course the "all work and no play* elemoit does not exist here.
^ew Jersey School Library Councils Association. Ea-story of toe
New Jersey School Library Councils Association, 1929-1951* (Trenton: S^te




The state aeetings also ecmsist of the needed fun and recreation. There
are parties, picnics, outings, and many other recreational aetivities.^
In addition to state meetings, soae councils have beoi permitted to
visit other schools shen they are in session, in order to observe the work
and activities. Some state meetings have also been held on school days.
One such meeting of recent significance was held at Princeton Iblversity
on Kay 11, 19Sk to eelebrate the twoity-fifth anniversary of the New Jersey
School Library Councils Association.
The Association flourished in New Jersey where schools are close
together and students can gather for a c«e-day meeting.^
After 1929 a period of 1$ years lapsed before a second state-wide
organisation of student library assistants was organised. The stock market
crash in 1929, the depression which followed, the threat of World War II
and finally the War itself are factors which suggest possible causes for
the delay.
Maryland, 19yt.’-Jhe school library clubs of Maryland have enjoyed
a state association since 19U(*‘^ Officially the organisation is known as
the Maryland Council of Student library Organisations, and is under the
sponsorship of the Maryland Association of School librarians.
The school librarians of Maryland felt that maiy schools would not
have been able to keep the libraries open, especially during the war, with¬
out the aid of the student assistant clubs. This, among other factors,
instilled within the school librarians the belief that the student assistant
clubs of Maryland had earned the ri^t to have a state-wicto organizatim
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
%tick3ay,ep, cit., p. lU.
vhere students representing junior and senior higli schools, and prlrate
and parochial schools could Beet, exchange ideas and discuss their cooBon
problems. In order to accomplish such an organisatira, the Association of
School Librarians appointed a State Chairman or Spoxisor and nine regional
chairmen.^
The Uaryland Council of Student Idbrarj Organisations held its
first meeting on October 21, 19UU in Baltimore • Over 80 boys and girls
SBxe present, representing all sections of the state* At that initial
Bseting organisation sas the primary concern of the grot^. A Bine<4iaober
executire board mas elected mith represmtaticm from each section of 'Uie
state*
The boys and girls mere deeiily interested in the establishmoit and
improvement of student library organisations in order to further their
interests in the school libraries of the state*
The state organisatiixi meets in regions four times a year, and on
a state<^de basis at least once a year* The meetings, planned by the
executive board consist of phases of club mork and recreation*^
Horth Carollna*-Jhere are tmo state-mlde organisations of student
library assistants in North Cairolina* The first associatini mas organised
in 19k7 for mhlte studoit library assistants * The second organisation mas
set up in 1953 for the needs of the Negro studoit library assistants* Each
organization mill be diseussed according to its date and origin*
North Carolina, 19U7*—the first state^mide organisaticai of student
library assistants in North Carolina mas organized in the fall of 19U7*^
^Ibid*
^d*. p* 21*
^Douglas/ op* eit.,.p, 13•
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It is an all white groap» sponsored bgr the North Carolina Library Associ¬
ation and the North Carolina Education Associa'U.on* The organization is
officially known as the North Carolina High-School Library Association.
The student assistants comprising this group giro Toluntary service
in 8«3ior high school libraries where trained librarians are employed.
Plans for a state-eilde organization of student assistants were
begun as early as 1938 by the school library sections of the two sponsoring
agencies. The war intervened, and as a result further development of the
program was toaporarily eeased. Planning was restsaed around 19U5* but it
was not until the sumser of 19U7 that during a workshop of trained librarians
definite plans were laid.^ Invitations were issued to each high school in
the state, inviting student assistant representatives to the fall meeting
of the North Carolina Library Association.
At that first meeting held Jointly with the North Carolina Library
Association, 25 delegates and 60 non-delegates were present.^ Officers
were elected and oonmlttees were formed. From that point on they have
assmed the responsibility for conducting their own organization.^
The Association's first annual meeting was held at Statesville
High School, Statesville, North Carolina, in April, 19U8. At that session
the report of the Constitution Committee was adopted and copies of the
constitution were distributed before the final session. An executive board
^Ibid.
^Letter from Celeste Johnston, Assistant State School Library
Adviser, State of North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Baleigh,
North Carolina, July 19, 1955.
3
Douglas, op. cit.. p. 13.
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conposed of an adult advisory council and a studoit axscutlTe council vaa
organised*^ original ccmstitution has ba«i revised and modifications
have been made in the first plans. A recent change has brought about the
appointment of the state school libraiy adviser as executive secretary of
the organisati<ai.^
From the time of its origin the objectives of the North Carolina
High School Library Association have beent
1. To increase pupil interest and participation in school
library work.
2. To promote better understanding and cooperation between
local and state high-school library clubs.
3. To attract high-type pi^il library assistants and to
arouse interest in the study of librarianship as a
profession.^
Meetings are held during the fall months in each of the six districts
of the North Carolina Library Association. Officers for the school year
are elected at these district meetings. Late in the fall an executive board
meeting including the newly deeted district presidents is held to make plans
I.
for the year including the state meeting.^ A two-day state meeting is held
each spring. State officers are elected at the spring meetings which alto
include guest speakers, group discussions and programs, tours, a dance, and
a banquet.^ A Itmcheon meeting of the executive board includes the inocning
and retiring officers and their advisers as well as the district presidents
and their advisers.




^Douglas, op. cit.. p. 13*
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The Advisory Comcil^ composed of the chairman of the School
Library Section of the North Carolina Education Association, the State
School Library Adviser, the chairman of the School Library Section of each
of the six districts and the librarian of the school in irhieh the president
of the state organisati<n of student librazy assistants is enrolled, co¬
operate folly Kith the organisation •
It mi^t be noted here that former members of the student assistants'
association have enrolled in colleges sith the desire of becoming librarians,
and that more than 30 former members of the Association are now librarians.^
Klchigan, 19U8«--'*SLAA1P', or the Student Library Assistants' Associ¬
ation of Michigan, was organised in 191*82 with the foUosing objectiwes in
mind:
1. Acquainting student assistants with procedures ly which they
may improve librazy service in their schools.
2. Learning more about librarlanshlp as a professiraa.
3* Getting acquainted with other student assistants.
The state school librazy s\q>ervisor and librarians of the member
schools of the state associations of student librazy assistants are tlw
official sponsors of ’CIAM,* with assistance being given by the Michigan
Association of School Librarians.
The first meeting of the state-wide organisation was held in the
East Lansing High-School Librazy, Lansing, Michigan, on May 0, 19U8.
Sixty-five students, representing ten high schools, attended that initial
meeting at which teoporazy officers were elected.^
i
%orth Carolina Libraries, H (March, 1953)* 50.
2e. B. Ham, "Michigan Student AsAistanta Hold Three-Day Workshop,"
Librazy JouzTnal. ISXS (January 15* 19$0), 81*«
3lbid.
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Representation from 16 schools at a meeting later in the fall of that same
year increased the number of menibers to 90.
From the beginning the pattern of actiyities of "SIAAM" haye been
sigiiifieant to its members. Syen the first real state meeting held at Clear
Lake Camp, October, 19U9 was well planned. The pahel discussicns, student
d^onstrations, talks laj experts in yarious fields of library senrice, and
library films eyidently increased interest among the boys and girls in
applying the best library practices.^
Since that date, and oyer a period of seven years, the organisation
has increased in number and in actiyities. Success thoi and now is due to
an efficient planning committee composed of yolmteer students from the
different member schools.
There are two annual meetings of the Association, me in the spring
and the other in the fall. Both are planned and cmducted by the student
assistants associatim.
A one-day event constitutes the spring meeting idiich is held either
in A{s*il or Hay on the campus of one of the state teacher training insti¬
tutions. The number of student assistants and sponsors attending this
meeting is usually large. One of the most recent of such meetings, the
Ipsilanti meeting^ was attended by approximately U50 students and their
librarians.
The fall meeting, around October or Noymnber, is always a three-day
week-end-oasqp-out usually held at Clear Lake Camp near Bowling, Michig^.
This site serves as both an exnellmt meeting place and a sort of fall
vacation spot. The attendance at this meeting cannot exceed more than 125
^bid.
1?
stiidents and llbrailana, four students and a librarian from each school.
The sise of the camp limits sleeping accommodations.^
The programs of both meetings Include informal "buss sessions
discussions of mutual problems, panels like "Why I Chose to go into Library
Vork«* book talks by prominent authors of literature for young adults such
as Elisabeth Howardj author of Candle in the Night; symposiums like: "The
Student Librarian Looks at the Library aiad the Librarian^" dances^ mories,
handicraft and various forms of sports.
Activities of this kind attach importance to routine procedures,
making students feel great pride in their work of serving the school. Nee
ideas are exchanged from one school to the other and result^ in decided im-
P
provemoits for all.
To supplement the state meetings there are four active regional
groi:Q>s affiliated with the state organisations, holding meetings at least
once a year. One region takes in the Upper Peninsula, another is centered
around Gladwin, a third around Ludington, and the fourth region is in
G^esee County. These groups have organised for the purpose of meeting the
needs of large numbers of students who are unable to attend the state-wide
■9
meetings.''
There is no definite set pattern for forming these groups. In most
cases an interested librarian and her assistants issue invitations to schools
in their immediate areas, inviting th«s to participate in workshops on
k
activities related to the work of the student assistants.^
^Letter fr(Hn Elinor Tmgm^er, School Library Consultant, Michigan
State Library, Lansing, Michigan, Msy 16, 1955.
^Ham, op. cit., p. 8$.
^Letter from Elinor Tungmeyer, op. cit.j May 16, 19$$•
^Ibid.
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Lik« the parent organization "SL&M," officers are elected and
organizational procedures are set up at the first meeting of each school
year. Future plans oa the part of students and sponsors are to set up
enough neir regic«al groups to coyer the state effectirely. If this is
accomplished the state-aide meetings will be reduced to only once a year in
the fall, and will be a delegate assembly type of meeting at idiich repre-
sentatiTes from the Tarieus regions will participate.^
Recently an adult Advisory Cornell composed of six members, two
each appointed by the Michigan Association of School Librarians, the School
and Children's Section of the Michigan Library Association, and Schoolmasters
Club, was formed in order to determine and work out plans for setting up
and perpetuating the continued existence of regional "SIAM" organizations.^
Indiana, 19U9.»- In Indiana there has beai a Student Assistants Com>
jdttee working on problems relatire to library service by students, and a
plan to organise a state association of student library assistants since the
beginning of the Indiana School Librarians Association.^
There was the feeling that a real need existed for a state associ¬
ation of student llbrazy assistants—a need for service to the schools, the
studaiits and to the profession itself.
Without really knowing how studnit assistants would accept a state
organization, the Indiana School Librarians Association invited the student
assistants in the high schools throughout the state to attend the annual
meeting of the Indiana School Librarians Association at Terre Haute, Indiana,
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
^Margaret L. Turk, "Future Hoosier School Librarian," Illinois
Libraries, ixm (March, 1950), 162-3.
April, 19U9* Eighty-four students, representing all parts of the state,
accepted the invitation and were present at that meeting*^
A special program featuring talks by school, special, college, and
public librarians was planned separately from the libraries' program.^
The noted children's author. Marguerite Henry, spoke at a special
luncheon attended by student assistants and librarians. A planning group
was chosen to work out details with the members of the Indiana School
Librarians Associations' Student Assistants Committee.
At a May meeting, temporary officers were elected and a tentative
constitution was drawn up. The organisation was formally and finally set
vp on December 34^, 19U9^ at a meeting called by Margaret I. Eufsvold
(Associate Professbr of Library Science at Indiana University). The state
organization of student library assistants became known as the Hoosier
Student Librarians Association.^
There is one annual meeting a year, usually in the fall and <»i the
campus of one of the state institutiois for higher learning. The meetings
customarily last from one to three days and consist of varied activities
related to the work of the student assistants, with the addition of fun and
recreation.
The’ success of a recent workshop has influenced and encouraged the







Texas, 19lt9>—The date April, 19U9, holds Buch sigpifleance for the
boys and girls vho make up the state-ivide organization of student library
assistants in Texas, or officially, the Texas Teen-Age Library Association.
This group has had a most mique history.
As to origin, the initial meeting of the state-vide group vas held
in April, 19k9t At AbLlme, Texas. The organization began as a recruitment
project of the School Libraries Division of the Texas Library Association
in 19^9• On that important date, student assistants representing 19 junior
and senior high schools^ throughout the state responded to an invitation
and attended the annual meeting of the School Libraries Division of the
Texas Library Association. The clubs represented at that meeting formed
the new organization.
Later an invitation was mailed to every hi^-school librarian in
the state, inviting her student assistants club to becose a chapter of the
Teen-Age library Association, provided the club was sponsored by the school
librarian and ccaisisted of at least ten members. An application for member¬
ship was returned to the state president who in turn sent the club a
certificate of membership.^
The next year, 19^0, brought added significance to the state group.
The constitution was adopted and the organization boasted 90 chapters.^
For a period of approximately five years the Teea-Age Libraxy
Association met In conjunction with the Texas Libraxy Association. This
did not work very well for the sponsors and school librarians connected with
^Love, op. cit., p. 2^2.
^Ibid.
^Love, op. cit., p. 1701.
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TJL.L^. Their time had to be divided between their own professional
meetings and the meetings of T.A.LJI. As a result, it was decided at
the 1952 convention that the student assistants* group would meet every
other Tear. Only the officers of TJI.L.A. would attend the adult con¬
vention on the alternate years. This system lasted approximately a year,
and by 19^h the student assistants had not only proved iheir ability to
hold their own state convention as a separate unit from the Texas Library
Association, but conducted their first index>endent stats convention
February 19 and 20 in San Antonio, Texas. About 8OO students were present.
The 1955 spring meeting, held in Forti Worth, was attended by approximately
600 students.^
The Teen-Age Library Association is also divided into distidcts
corresponding to the districts in which the Texas Library Association is
divided. T.A J<«A< district meetings are held in the fall.^ The number of
students attending these meetings is not limited, bat the executive board
designates the number from each member club that are to attend.3
Officers are elected each year at the annual meeting. Any necessary
revisions and changes in the organizational set-up are also mads at the
state meeting.
Meetings consist of work and fun. They feature talks by prominent
authors, discussions of mutual problems, and always, newer and better ways
^Letter from LaNelle Donaldson, Librarian, Jefferson Davis High
School, Houston, Texas, June, 1955.
^Letter from Luella Hl^ley, Librarian, Arlington Heights Senior
High School, Fort Worth, Texas, June 17, 1955.
3lbid.
of doing old Jobs. Parties, outings and other forms of recreation are not
excluded.^
Louisiana, 19U9>~-ffhen the Louisiana Association of School
Librarians met on November 22, 19h9 In Alexandria, Louisiana, the promotion
of a state-wide organization of student library assistants was among their
immediate primary purposes.Student assistants, representing all sections
and areas of the state, were present In large numbers.
It was at this Initial meeting that the boys and girls laid the
foundation for the association as It exists today. The organization became
officially known as the Z^Oulslana Teen-Age Librarians Association.^
The 19U9 meeting was definitely a business venture for the teen¬
agers. Officers were elected and committees were formed and appointed to
work on a constitution and a program to be presented at the next meeting of
the Louisiana Association of School Librarians.
There is one annual state meeting a year, usually held In November
In Baton Rouge at Louisiana Stats University.^
In addition to regular business at the state meeting, a specially
planned program consisting of "shop talk," discussions by guest speakers in
specialized fields, panel discussions by students, and fun Insure the
participants of an interesting meeting.^ students anxioiisly look forward to
election of officers at the stats conference.
llbld.
^Letter from Lena X. ds Grummond, Supervisor of School Libraries,






Florida, 1950.<->Under the guidance of Dr. Louis Shores, Dean,
Library School, Florida State University, and Kiss Sara M. Krentzman, State
Library Consultant, student library assistants, projection operators, and
school librarians from 19 Florida high schools gathered at Camp Immokalee
near Jacksonville, Florida, in April, 1950 for three days of discussion and
planning. The resiilt was the present active state-wlde association of
student library assistants of Florida, officially known as the Florida High
School Library Council.^
The Council, sponsored jointly by the State Department of Education,
the Florida Association of School Librarians, and the Florida State Uni¬
versity Library School, plans and participates in a full schedule of work,
play and fellowship in district aivi state meetings.^
District meetings usually consist of one or more meetings during the
year. Geogr£¥>hically, the Florida High Sdiool Library Council is divided
into eight sub-councils corresponding to the eight Congressional Districts.
One representative from each of these divisions is elected to serve on the
Executive Board of the Council.3
Vhen ths district meetings are held, the school in the locality
selected for the nse tings acts in the capacity of host. The representative
of, the State Executive Bomrd residing in his district serves as chairman of
the district meeting. Procedures of district meetings are recorded in a
district record for the benefit of succeeding chairmen.^
^Ruth Grimm (ed.). Handbook of the Florida High School Library
Council (Sponsored by the School Library Section of ‘^s '^loi^c^ 'Education
Association and Florida Department of Education, 1955), p. 5
2i,etter from Sara K. Srygley, Assistant Professor, Library School,
Florida Stats University, Tallahassee, Florida, March 15> 1955*
^rimm, op. eit., p. 10.
^Ibid.
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Since attendance at district meetings is net limited, all Council
members in the district are urged to be present and participate in the
activities. Districts have the privilege of electing representatives at
the local or state meeting. Districts select their candidates for the
state officers in the spring.^
The one state<4rids meeting is held in the spring. Because of the
success and enJoTment derived from the second state meeting idilch was held
at the Methodist Youth Caiqp near Leesburg, Florida, all succeeding state
assemblies have been held at this camp .2
A typical convention schedule includes interesting programs, always
featuring prominent authors for young people. Recent guest authors have
been Dr. Herbert Zlm, Betty Cavanna, Mildred Lawrence and Shelia John Daly.
Other resource persona representing such fields as radio and journalism
have also been presented at the meetings.3
Arkansas .—For years the school librarians of Axicansas bad given
considerable thought to the organisation of a state association of student
library assistants. Their dream finally began to take shape. In i^rll,
1952, a group of school llbraiians and sdiool library assistants met in
Conway to formulate plans for a state organisation of student library
assistants
llbid.
^Grimm, op. cit., p. 5.
3lbid., p. 11.
UCaopbell, op. cit., p. 1952-3
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The group asseiiiLed on the Arkansas State Teachers College campus
on April 19> 1952.^ An air of business prevailed at that Initial meeting.
Hays Gibson, Superintendent of the Conraj Schools; Janes Flpyd and Ann
Cxillum, student assistants of the Danville and Conway Library Clubs; Mrs.
Karl Neal, State Library Commission representative; and Hr. John Trice,
representative from the State Department of Education, were so convincing
as participants on that initial program that, following a discussion period
with student assistant participation, a motion was made that a state associ¬
ation of student library assistants be formed.^ The motion was carried,
and the Arkansas Student Librarians' Association became a reality.
At that meeting the framing of the constitution and sponsorship of
the organisation were discussed. Temporary officers were elected and an
Advisory Committee was appointed.3
A constitution committee of student library assistants met at a
later date to study recommendations mads by the group and to draft the
teaporary ccmstitution which was approved at the fall meeting.
Meetings are now held once a year in conjunction with the state
librazy association's convention in the sprii^.^
The pattern of programs at the meetings is basically the same as
for the previously discussed organizations.
South Carolina, 1950.—The state-wide oz^anization of student
library assistants in South Carolina, efficially known as the South Carolina
Campbell, op. eit., p. 6.
^Campbell, op. cit., p. 1952-53.
3lbid.
^Campbell, op. cit., p. 7.
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High School Lihrar7 Association, was forned in 1950 for purpose of
proiBoting and developing intetest in school libraries and librarianship.^
The organization functions under the guidance of the School Library
Section of the South Carolina Education Association and Ihe Supervisor of
Library Services of the State Department of Education.^
Meetings are held on both the district aiKi the state level. District
meetings are held at least once a year, and as many times in addition to
that first meeting as are necessary. State meetings are held only once a
year.3
Besides the election of officers, the programs feature guest
speakers, panel discussions, "buzz" sessions, recreation and relaxation.^
Connecticut, l950»"~Hutmeg 020, official name for the state-wide
organisation of student library assistants of Connecticut, was organized
around 1950 (nearest exact date respondent could give) for students inter¬
ested in their school libraries as helpers, as future librarians, or as
users of the library. The original idea was that of recruiting school
librarians.^ In addition to junior and senior hi^ school students, member¬
ship also includes students taking library training at New Haven
(Connecticut) State Teachers College.
It was through the Ingenuity of Miss Phyllis Brine, a school
librarian, and Miss Carolyn Biega, a manber of the New Haveh State Teachers
College faculty, that Nutmeg 020 became a reality.6
Holley, J. Kyzer, and M. Turner, Handbook of the South Carolina




^Letter fr<Mi Ann Paul, op. cit., March 20, 1955*
^bid.
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The organization is sponsored an Advisory Council liilch con¬
sists of the State School Library Adviser, the Second Vice-President of
the Connecticut School Library Association, the sponsora (librarians) of
each of the officers cf the Nutmeg 020 Association and the librarian of
the Hew Haveh State Teachers College.^
In the original organizational plan, only state meetings were held;
however, transportation difficulties influenced the organizing of regions
In 1953* The state was divided Into four regions t northwest, northeast,
southeast, and southwest* Sven with this addition. Nutmeg 020 activities
are kept to a idniaum. Beglonal meetings are held In the fall and In the
spring. At the regional seetlngs, candidates for the Executive Council
are chosen. It is the members of the Executive Council who choose the
state officers. The stats>wlde meeting Is held only once a year at New
Haven State Teachers College In the spring.
At present the association constitutes more than 150 members.2
Programs of both meetings consist of guest speakers, round table dis¬
cussions, playlets, skits, games concerning books, and fun.3
Kentucky, 1952.—In Ifay, 19^2 an enthusiastic group of young
people, especially Interested In books and llbraides, met on the caucus of
Kentucky State College at Frankfort, Kentucky, for the purpose of pooling
their experiences in order to make their libraries more meaningful in the
school life of the b(^ and girls in the "common schools of Kentucky."





The result; of that meeting in Hay, 1952 was the organisation of the
state-wide association of student library assistants of Kentucky, or
better known as "SLKK*”^
kt that first fleeting, the organisational plan was set. The
constitution was framed and future plans began to take shape. The organi¬
sation holds several district oeetings and one state-wide oieetlng during
the school year. The state convention is held during the Kentucl^
Education Association meeting on the cas|ms of Kentucky State College.^
In addition to regular business, programs of the meetings, especial¬
ly the state flieeting, include panel discussions, book review contests,
foruss, scholarship quisses and socials.
At present special cooimlttees are studying plans for the possibility
of a two-day fall flieeting. They are also planning displays for the fall
fl»eting and tzylng to secure charters for local library clubs.
The School Library Section of the Kentucky Education Association
is the official sponsor of the group.3
Hew Meacico.—The encouragement of the study of librarlanship as
a profession was the prisiary motive of the Library Section of the New Mexico
Education Association at its time ting in Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 23,
1952. Twenty-five students and their librarians mre present at that
initial meeting. Besides this prlaiary objective, three other objectives
have been drairn up. They §re:
1. To increase pupil Interest and participation in school
libraiy work.
^Letter from James R. O'Rourke, Librarian, Kentucky State College,




2. To promote better local and state school library clubs.
3. To attract high-type pupil library assistants.^
The New Mexico Student Library Assocla1d.on was in the process of
formation for three years before it was actually organized in 19$2. The
constitution had been drawn up in 1951 by the sponsoring group. Charters,
too, had already been prepared and were Issued to eadh local student
librazy assistant club idiich qualified for sembership. Elemsntazy, junior-
high and senior^high-school students may qualify if they are msmbers of
a local club. College students, too, may bec(»ie members. Members of
local clubs must work in a library and the librarian must be a member of
the New Mexico Education Association if the club is to be eligible for
membership in the state organisation.^
On the actual day of organization of the state association, 30
charters were Issued. Since then several others have been issued to newly
organised clubs throu^out the state.^
Meetings are organised on a state-wide basis and are held in
connection with the Library Section of the New Mexico Education Associ¬
ation Convention, althou^ the student assistants' organization conducts
its own Independent program of activities, which basically follows the
same pattern as those of the other organizations. Future planning is
concerned with a spring and fall convention.^
^Mildred C. Neal, Paper submitted in the Field Citations for
Library Recruiting Award Contest in 6rotq> 1 as an activity of the Library
Section of the New Mexico Education Association.
^Ibid.
3lbid.
^Elizabeth D. Miller, Librarian, Roswell Senior High School, Roswell,
New Mexico, January 13, 1955.
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North Carolina, 19$3»-~The Association of North Carolina High
School Library Clubs is one of the nost recent groups of student assistants
to organise on a state>4ride basis. It was organized in Hairch^ 1953 at the
James E. Sheppard Memorial Library, North Carolina College, Durham, North
Carolina*^ The group has just comple'tod its third annual conference held
in the spring of 195$, with over 200 students and school librarians in
attendance•
The objectives of the organization are as followst
A. To stimulate Interest in books and reading.
6. To promote a better appreciation of accepted library
practices; to encourage students to use and care for
materials effectively; to stimulate others to use and
care for them.
C. To foster closer cooperation among state high-school
library clubs•
D. To help students develop well-rounded personalities
through library service and use of library materials.
E. To serve as a recruiting agency for the profession.^
The organization is governed by a president, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer, and a parliamentarian. A faculty committee consisting
of an executive secretary, a financial secretary, and three librarians at
large advise the state group.
Members and advisers of the Student Executive Committee meet
annually with representatives from sponsoring groups to discuss the work
of the Association and to plan the state conference .3
^Letter from Joyce C. McLendon, Executive Secretary, Association




The Office of Library Supervisor, State Department of Public
Instruction, School Library Section; North Carolina Negro Library Associ¬
ation; the Library Sedtlon, North Carolina Teachers Association and the
Library School, North Carolina College, sponsor the Association of North
Carolina High School Library Clubs
Since its organization, the state-eride group has been holding
meetings once a year at North Carolina College at Durham.^
The program of the recently held meeting (March, 195^), their
third annual conference, is indicative of the scc^ of previous meetings.
The theme, "The Library Club Improves Human Relations," was developed ly
use of workshops covering human relations in the areas of the home,
school, community, and abroad. The use of a guest speaker further clinched
the theme.3
Mississippi, 19$U.~-The organization of the state-wide association
of student library assistants in Mississippi, idilch finally became a
reality in 195U, was the result of a much earlier organized grot:p of
regional clubs
The librarians of Mississippi had been talking about organizations
of student library assistants for many years
^Ibid.
2lbid.
^Program of the Third Annual Conference of the Association of
North Carolina High School Library Clubs, Saturday, March 12, 1955.
Sconce, op. cit., p. f
5lbid.
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In November, 1951, the first regional student assistants' organi¬
zation was formed.^ The students called themselves the Delta Library
Assistants Club.
After the Committee on Student Assistants of the library section
of the Mississippi Education Association had obtained the support and
cooperation of a number of school superintendents, the state was divided
Into fourteen regions. Geographic divisions were mads In order to prevent
transportation problems. No group would have more than $0 miles to travel
in order to get to a meeting.2
The chairman of the Library Section of the Mississippi Library
Association appointed a chairman for each of the regions. Regional chairmen
were responsible for making arrangements for the organizational meeting.
Soon other regions organized In the state, increasing the number
to 12 out of m regions. The regional meetings were reportedly quite
successful; however, the students were not thoroughly satisfied. They
began to talk about a state-wide association where they could come together
to exchange thslr Ideas and experiences In order to further improve their
work. The state-wide organization would not take the place of their
regional organizations, for they felt that the small group meetings
afforded many advantages. On the other hand they believed that greater
acconpllshments could be theirs by participation with all the students In
the state. The student assistants looked forward to hearing outstanding





It was not long before the regions merged together. On March 6,
19^kt Student Library Assistants of Mississippi held their first
state-wide meeting. Regional meetings continue as usual. State meetings
are held only once a year in the fall.
Programs feature Mississippi authors as guest speakers, discussion
groups, "buzz sessions," panel discussions, problems and socials.
Composite Picture
The period from 1929, the date of origin of the New Jersey School
Library Councils Association, to 195U, the date of origin of the Student
Library Assistants of Mississippi, except for the inevitable intervention
of World War II, represents a somewhat rapid growth of state organizations
of student library assistants. Between the period 1929 to 195U, lii states
organized their student assistants' clubs on a state-wide basis. All
harmoniously share the objectiiraa of providing an opportunity for student
library assistants to come together to work on mutual problems relative to
club work, to learn more about the profession as a whole, to ioprove library
service in the schools throughout the states, and to enjoy fun and fellow¬
ship. Other purposes Include the development of good citizenship, en¬
couragement of reading, sharing of information with other clubs, and
recruitment for the field of llbrarlanshlp.
These organizations have developed mainly through the efforts of
the state associations of school librarians, library supervisors, and the
student assistants themselves•
Following the organization of the New Jersey School Library
Councils Association, there occurred a lapse of 15 years before the second
student assistants' organization was formed. This was probably due to the
war and its aftermath.
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After 19kht the organiiatlon date for the second student library
assistants' organization, or the Uaiyland Council of Student Library
Organizations, a steady stream of organizations developed. Only the years
19U5, 19ii6, and 1951 were excluded from the organizational pattern.
One state. North Carolina, has two state-wide organizations of
student library assistants—one for whites and one for Negroes. The North
Carolina High School Library Association, the first of the two to organize,
was formed In 19U7 for the needs of white student library assistants. The
second group, the Association of North Carolina High School Library Clubs,
Was organized approximately six years later In 1953 for the interests and
needs of the Negro student library assistants.
Membership, idilch Is determined by clubs, groups, and Individuals,
will be discussed at length in the next chapter.
All of Ihe organizations hold at least one state-wide meeting a
year. Soma states hold two. The meetings are held In high schools,
colleges giving library service training, state universities having
library schools, and camps. The latter site is used by the Michigan
Student Library Assistants' Organisation and the Florida High School
Library Council for one of their annual meetings. District and regional
meetings supplement many of the state meetings.
The meetings Include, In addition to business, a variety of
programs: workshops, panel discussions, guest speakers, "buzz sessions,"
demonstrations, and fun and relaxation.
A map indicating the geographic distrtbutlon of the states in
which state-wide organizations of student library assistants are functioning,
and a table illustrating the origin, official name of organization and
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official sponsorCs) of the state associations of student library assistants
hare been included at the end of this chapter.
Fig. !»•-Gcogrig>hio Distribution of State Associations of Student Library Assistants
TABLE 1
DATE OP OEIGIH, OFFICIAL SAME AND OFFICIAL SPONSOE(S) OP THE 15 STATE
ASSOCIATICKS OF STUDENT LIBEABI ASSISTANTS
Stato
Date of
Ch’igin Official Nasie of Organisation Official Sponsor(s)
New Jersey 1929 New Jersey School Library Councils Association New Jersey School Library Association
Maryland 1914* Maryland Council of Student Library
Organisations
Maryland Association of School Librarians
North Carolina 191*7 North Carolina High>Sohool Library Association North Carolina Library Association and
North Carolina Education Association
Miohigan 191*8 "SLAAM" (Student Librarian Assistants*
Association of Michigan)
Librarians, Member Schools, State Library
Superrisor
Indiana I9l»9 Eoosier Student Librarians Association Advisory Council
Texas 191*9 Teen-Age Library Association President of Library Association,
Chairman, the School Library Division
of Texas Library Association
Louisiana 191*9 Louisiana Teen-Age Librarians Association Louisiana Association of School Librarians
Florida 1950 The Florida High School Library Council School Library Section, Florida Education
Association! Florida State University
School of Library Training and
Service
South Carolina 1950 South Carolina High School Library Association School Library Section of South Carolina
Education Association




Origin Official Name of Organisation Official Sponsor(s)
Arkansas 1952 Arkansas Student Librarians* Association School Library Section of the Arkansas
Eduoatlon Association
Kentucky 1952 "SLAE” (Student Library Assistants of
Kentucky) School Library Section of Kentucky Education
Association
Keir Mexico 1952 Heir Mexico Student Library Association Advisers
Horth Carolina 1953 Association of Horth Carolina El^ School
Library Clubs
Office of Library Si^ervisor* State
Department of Public Instruction,
School Library Section of Horth
Carolina Hegro Library Association,
Library Section, Horth Carolina
Teachers Association, Library School,
Horth Carolina College
Mississippi 195U Student Library Assistants of Mississippi Advisory Council
CHAPTER III
CONSTITOTIONS CP STATE ASSOCIATIONS
OF STUDENT LIBRARY ASSISTANTS
The constitution represents the entire make-up of an organization,
from statement of purpose to attainment of purpose. Perhaps one of the
better means of obtaining a cooposlte picture of each of the constitutions
Is to be In a position to examine each one In Its entirety. For that
reason, the constitutions of the state associations of student library
assistants which are discussed In this chapter will be grouped together
In alphabetical order by state In the appendix.
Although differing In the manner of phrasing, basically each of
the constitutions provides for such articles as name and objective, member¬
ship, officers, governing boards, meetings, dues, amendments and
parliamentary procedure (see Tables 2 and 3). A series of con^oslte dis¬
cussions of the topics treated In the articles and by-laws of the lit
constitutions follows.
Name.—In distinguishing their associations, three of the organi¬
zations enployed the term ^Council" or'^cOtmclls" as an Integral part of
their names. These organizations represent the states: New Jersey,
Maryland, and Floiida. The states of Kentucky, Michigan, and Mississippi
decided on the term "assistants." Texas, North Carolina (irtilta group),
Louisiana, South Carolina, Arkansas and New Mexico employed the term
"library associations." "Librarians' association" was selected by
Arkansas and Indiana. Michigan chose "librarian assistants." "Student
Library Clubs" was the name chosen by North Carolina (Negro gro\:Q)). The
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TABLE 2







DutiesofOfficers Qualifications ofOfficers OfficersandElections Vacancies Sponsor(s)ExecutiveBoards Dutiesof ExecutiveBoards Code,Ekablem Flower,Pin Colors Amendments Dues Meetings Parliamentry Procedure Voting Charter
1Preamble1
Y X Y X Y Y X Y X
r.nnnfir'+.l * ...... Y X X Y Y X Y Y X Y
inotIda........... X X Y X Y Y Y X
TnH*! ana X X X Y X Y X X Y Y
Kentucky.......... X • • • X X • • • • « • • • • • • # • • • X • • • X • • • • • • • # • X
Y X Y Y Y Y X X X X
Maryland X X X X • • •
• • •
• • • • • • X
• •
• • ♦ • • •
• ■ ■
• • • X X
Michigan. X X X X • • « • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • X X X
Miss issippl...... X X X X X • • • X X • • • X X • • • • • • X X
Y Y X Y Y • i • X






X • • • • • • X X X • • • • • • X • • •
North Carolina^..
( Negro Group).
North Carolina... X X X X X • • • • • • X • • • X X X • • • X
( 11711110 Group).
Y Y X Y Y
Ibxas X X X X • • • • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • X X • • • • • • X • • • • • •
* Not available ** Pin only Pin, emblem, motto.
TABEE 3
BY-LAWS PROVISIQNS OF THE STATE ASSOCIATICNS OF STUDENT LIBKAHI ASSISTANTS
State Associations
ElectionfOfCiosn DutiesofOffic rs ExecutiveBoard Executive'Board Duties Dues Amendments Meetings RegionalM etings Districts Delegates Committee Appointments Committees
Arkansas
Connecticut X X • • • X X X ♦ • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0
Florida X X • • • • • • X • • • X • • • X • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0
Indiana.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X X 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kentucky • • • • • • • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • • X X 0 0 0
Louisiana.
Maryland.... • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0
Michigan.. • • • • • • • « • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mississippi. X X • • • . X X X • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0
Neir Jersey. • • • X X • • • X 0 0 0 X
New Mexico. X X • • • • • • • • • X X • • • • • • 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0
North Carolina (White Association)... X X • • • X X X • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
North Carolina* (Negro Association)...




Coanectlcut student llbrazy assistants have been most unique In naadi^
their association the Nutmeg 020 Association*
Objectives.—The constitutions of all the organizations except
one, Kentucky, provide for objectives* Purposes extended from the In¬
creasing of pupil Interest In school library work to that of gaining
knowledge about the different kinds of library eork connected with library
service* Eight of the states are interested In Increasing pupil Interest
and participation in school library work* These states are Arkansas,
Connecticut, Indiana, Louisiana, Ulsslsslppi, New Jersey, New Mexico, and
North Carolina (white group)* Arkansas and Mississippi list as an ob¬
jective—"creating better library sernrlce*" Nine of the organizations
are interested in promoting friendship among the student assistants and
librarians of the local student assistants' club* These organlsAtlons are
Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Jersey,
New Mexico, and North Carolina*
Attracting well-qualified student library assistants and inter¬
esting them In librarlanshlp as a profession is an objective Indicative
of all the organizations except Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan and
Mississippi* Florida states as one of Its objectives—"the developing of
leadership, personality and good citizenship*" Two states, Florida and
Texas, are interested in giving recognition to student assistants* Florida
Is also interested In promoting higher standards In sdrools* The student
assistants organizations of Maryland and Michigan are interested in en¬
couraging the establishment and Inprovement of student library organizations*
To that objective ^;yland addsii^tharfurthe ring of interests In libraries
in the parochial, private and public schools of the state. New Jersey and
1»5
Texas are interested in fostering the Interchange of ideas and experiences.
To gain knowledge about the different kinds of library work connected with
library service is an additional objective of the Texas Tesn-Ags Llbrazy
Association. The objective of the Student Llbraxy Assistants of Kentucky
has been Included in the organisation's preamble to the constitution.
Pooling their ei^rlences in order to make libraries more meaningful to
the boys and girls in the "common schools" of Kentuclor is their aim. Not
one of tbs other organisations mads provisions for a preamble to its
constitution*
Membership .—Eligibility for membership in the student assistants'
organisations extends from the elementary school level to the Inclusion of
college students working in libraries, or majoring in library service, and
to individuals irrespective of either group.
Qualifications of members aim designated by elubs, councils,
schools, and individuals. Most of the organisations require membership
by clubs, councils and organised groups. Kentucky and Indiaiia are the only
states not requiring meaibershlp hy elubs or organised groups. Indiana
extends its membership tp students interested in any type of library voxic*
The Student Library Assistants of Kentucl^ include as members any student
assistant in the stats of Kentdcky who paHleipates in some activity of the
library. All of the other states require membership by clubs. The clubs of
New Jersey are called councils.
The student assistants' organizations of Florida, Connecticut, and
New Mexico, in addition to clubs, include other groups as members of 'Uie
student assistants' organizations. The Florida High School Library Council
extends its membership to high school graduates who pay dues but do not
vote. School librarians meeting the same qualifications may also become
memliers of the Council* The Nutmeg 020 Association, In addition to clubs.
Includes as members: high school graduates who pay dues but do not vote,
and college students who are majoring In library science* The New Mexico
Student Llbrazy Association Includes collage students who are woziclng In
libraries *
Only one stats organization extended its membership to the ele¬
mentary school Isvel* That organization was Mew Mexico* Eight states
extended their membership to Jtinior-high school student^asslstants as
well as senior-high school student assistants* These states were Arkansas,
Connecticut, Maiyland, Michigan, Mississippi, New Mexico, New Jersey and
Texas* The South Carolina High School Library Association and the North
Carolina Hi^ School Library Association (white group) include as members,
high-school student library assistants only*
Although a relatively few of the organizations extend their member¬
ship to groups other than Junior and senior-high schools, it is basically
for the latter groxip that state-wide organizations of student library
assistants are dedicated and designated*
Officers *—All of the clubs have officers, and the constitutions
of each club provide for the offices of president, vice-president, secre¬
tary, and treasurer. The constitution of the Nutmeg 020 organization pro¬
vides for a first and a second vice-president* The states of Arkansas,
Florida, and New Jersey have recording secretaries, and Kentucky has an
assistant secretary* The states: Connecticut, Kentucky, Maryland,
Michigan, New Jersey and Texas do not use reporters. Provisions for his¬
torians are included lii the constitutions of Aidcansas, Florida, Mississippi,
and TexaS* Parliamentarians are used by Florida and Texas* Only Kentucky
has need for a sergeant-at-arras. A chaplain is used by the Florida High
School Library Council*
h1 .
Qualifications of officers,—The constitutions of five statest
Connecticut^ Florida, Mississippi, North Carolina and South Carolina make
special provisions for qualifications of offlcez^ under the article—^^uali-
flcatlons of Officers. The oajorlty of the constitutions of the 15 associ¬
ations discuss qualifications of officers under the heading—Officers.
Indiana and Louisiana provide for qualifications of officers under the
heading—Officers and Duties.
Officers coii¥)rl8e freshmen, sophomoref, Junloirs and seniors. In
Btost cases the president of the state asseelatlon is a senior. The
president of the Arkansas Student Librarians' Association is not a senior.
The secretary of the Nutmeg 020 Association is a Library Science major at
New Haven Teachers College. Eligibility for state offices requires member¬
ship in the local library club at least one year.
Duties of offleers .—When discussed as such, duties of officers
have been included in the by-laws of the constitutions. Less than half of
the organisations discuss the duties of officers under—Officers, and
Qualificationsof Officers. Those states providing for duties of officers
in the by-laws are) Connecticut, Florida, Mississippi, New Jersey, New
Mexico, North Carolina (white association) and South Carolina. Indiana
and Louisiana employ the article—Officers and Duties—to provide for
duties of officers.
Duties of officers consist of presiding at meetings, naming of
committees and committee chairman (in the ease of the president), assuming
duties of the president, (duty of vice-president), keeping accurate
records (duty of secretary), conducting all necessary correspondence
(recording secretary), keeping accurate records of all money (duty of
treasurer), serving as publicity agent (reporter), record keeper of all
publicity (usually the historian), assuadng charge of devotional
(chaplain), keeping law and order (sergeant-at>anns), and knowing the
law and "gospel" (parliamentarian).
Officers and elections .~ProTi3ion3 for election of officers have
been included in the constitution proper and in 'the by-laws of the student
assis-tants* organization. Six of the states have esployed the by-laws.
^hese states are Connecticut, Florida, Mississippi, New Mexico, North
Carolina and South Carolina. One state, Florida, provides for the election
of officers tinder the article—Officers and Elections. The remaining half
of the organizations discuss the election of officers under the article—>
Officers. State officers aze elected prliKsipally by ballot, nomination
from the floor and by special delegates. Nominations from the floor are
utilized by the states: Arkansas, Indiana, New Mexico and North Carolina.
Balloting is employed by Florida, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey and
South Carolina. ^
Special delegates elect the state officers of the Student Library
Assistants of Mississippi. The Executive Council of the Nu-tneg: 020
Association (Connecticut) elects the state officers. A special Nominating
Comndttee elects' the s'tate officers of the Texas Teen-Age Library Associ¬
ation. Methods of electing state officers ha-ve not been determined in
the .ease of Kentucky and Louisiana. The 'term of major offices'never ex¬
ceeds more than one ^ar.
Vacancies.—Executive councils and executive boards have had the
duty of providing for vacancies in more than a majority of the s'tudent
assistants' organiza'tions• One state, Mississippi, has made use of the
article—Vacancies.
Sponsors and executi've boards .—The provisions for spomors and
executive boards have been made in 'the constitution proper and in the bF^^i^s
of the student assistants' organisations. Only New Jersey has made
executlTS board provisions in its by-laws. The governing board of the
Texas Teen-Age Library Association is discussed under the article—Executive
Board and Sponsors.
Sponsors in most cases, consist of the state school library associ¬
ations, the state school library advisers and the school library sections
of the state education associations (see Table 1). In addition to the
preceding sponsors, the stats student assistants' organisations of Conmcti-
cut and Florida are also sponsored by tbs library schools in each of the
two regions.
The executive boards are the governing bodies of the state student
assistants' organizations. The board usually conqprises two organized
groups: the advisory council and the executive council. The advisory
council is. made up of the sponsors and advisers of the state student
assistants' associationj and the executive council consists of the state
officers and in some cases special representatives. In the states of
Florida, Maryland and Michigan, the executive board, although made up of
sponsors and officers, does not consist of an advisory council and an
executive council. In the case of Louisiana, the Executive Council is the
governing board, and comprises the advisers and the officers of the student
assistants organization. The librarians of the offices of the local clubs
are also members of the executive council of the Arkansas Student Librarians
Association. New Mexico lists only advisers, not an executive board. In
the state of Connecticut, the executive council is made 19 of the delegates
from the regions.
Executive board duties.—Provisions for executive board duties
have been made in the constitution proper by Indiana only. Provisions
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have been made in the by-laws by Connecticut, Mississippi, North Carolina
and South Carolina* Those provisions for the remaining states have been
included under the article—Executive Boards.
The duties of the executive board consist of making arrangements
for meetings, filling vacancies in offices, and transacting all other
necessary business.
Code, Emblem, Flower, Pin.—Codes, emblems, flowers, and pins are
used by Arkansas, Connecticut, Louisiana, Mississippi, and North Carolina.
New Mexico has only a state pin. South Carolina has a pin, emblem, and a
motto.
Colors .—Four states have stats colors. They are Arkansas,
Comectleut, Mississippi and North Carolina.
Amendments.—Provisions for amendments are made in the constitutions
and the by-laws. Constitutional provisions for amendments have been made
by all states except one. That state is Mississippi. Five states provide
for amendments to their by-laws. These states are: Connecticut, Mississippi,
New Mexico, North Carolina and South Carolina.
Dues.--All of the organizations pay dues. Provisions for dues have
been made either in the constitutions or in the by-laws* One half of the
organizations provide for dues in the constitution and the other half in
the by-laws. Dues are paid either individually, or as a club or group.
The least amount of dues paid individually is ten cents. The largest amount
paid by a groTq> has been $2.50. Twenty-five cents is the normal amount of
dues paid hy individuals. In most of the organizations dues are paid by
clubs or groups.
Meetings .—Provisions for meetings have been made in the consti¬
tutions and in the by-laws of the student assistants* organizations. Most
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of the states provide in the constitutions for district, regional and
state meetings. Meetings have been provided for in the by-laws and
constitutions of New Mexico and Florida. Regional meetings have been pro¬
vided for in the by-laws for Indiana.
District and regional meetings are held in addition to the state
meetings for the following states} Maryland, Michigan, North Carolina,
Florida, South Carolina, Connecticut, and Indiana. District and regional
meetings usually precede the state meetings. KbrOr^aMxftlon holds less
than one state meeting. State meetings alon? are held by the student
assistants of Kentucky, New Jersey, New Mexico and Mississippi. New Jersey
and Michigan hold two state meetings. The Michigan Student Assistants'
Association and the Florida High School Library Council hold camp meetings
once a year, the former in the fall, and the latter in the spring. District,
regional, and state meetings are held in the spring and in the fall.
Parliamentary Procedure.—Robert's Rules of Order is itnanimously
used by all the student assistants* organisations as the parliamentary
authority, although many organizations have not printed this fact in either
their constitutions or by-laws as a specific part or article. Only five
states have made piovlsions in their constitutions for parliamentary pro¬
cedure. These states are Arkansas, Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi and
South Carolina.
Voting.—Constitutional provisions for voting have been made
generally under election of officers. The Texas Teen-Age Library Associ¬
ation has provided in its constitution a specific article for voting.
Charter.—Althou^ only one state. New Mexico, has made consti¬
tutional provisions for providing its member groups with charters, the
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Texas Teen-Age Libraiy Association also Issues charters to its memben
clubs*
PreandaleThe Student Library Assistants organization of Kentucky
is the only state group idilch has a preamble to its constitution.
Districts*—^The districts into irtiich the Florida and Michigan local
student assistants' clubs have been organized have been given special
sections in their by-laws* The districts of the other organizations have
been provided for under the article—^Meetings*
Delegates *—^Indiana and Kentucky have given |>;rdvlsions in the
by-laws for the delegates to the state meetings* The other organizations
have provided for this group under meetings and executive boards*
Committee Appointments*—Only one state, Kentucky, has provided
for cosmlttee appointments in a special article in the J^y-laws* These pro¬
visions In the other organizations have been Included generally in the
articles on executive boards*
Committees *—New Jersey has been the only state to make special
provisions for committees in the by-laws*
CHAPTER IV
PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS
CF STUDENT LIBRARY ASSISTANTS
In order to keep a club going, and to keep interest high, the
youngsters must have something to ^rk on and plan for. Projects and
publications are interesting activities in which practically all club
members may share and participate*
The purpose of this chapter is to describe projects and publi¬
cations which the state-wide organizations of student library assistants
are currently sponsoring and promoting.
In most cases Ihese organizations have issued publications which
are the result of or have grown out of arnlub project. Consequently,
both, projects and publications, will be described Jointly ka they apply
to each student library assistants* organization.
Arkansas.—Each member club of the Arkansas Student Librarians*
Association participated in the '*round up" of bulletin board displays
featured at the 19SU annual meeting at^Danville, Arkansas. Replicas of
outstanding bulletin board displays representing all clubs were lined up
and e^dilbited on both sides of the hall of the school at which the meeting
was held. The exhibit attracted a great deal of attention. Quite recently
the state organization's "scrapbook of school activities publicity" was
submitted to the 195$ American Library Association Conference in Phila¬
delphia to be on exhibit. For this reason the scrapbook was not avail¬
able for examination. It reportedly consists of numerous "bits" of
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publicity revealing the activities of the student assistants throu^out
the state.1
Connecticut.—The Procedure Manual of the Nutmeg 020 Association
(student library assistants of Connecticut) may be termed a project and
a publication. It was undertaken as a project, and is issued to members
and interested individuals. The annual is a brief guide to the procedures,
regulations and activities of the state organization. It discusses member*
ship, publicity, club excursions, fund-raising techniques, charging,
shelving, shelf-reading processes, and social activities.^
A project in which all Connecticut club TOsbers participate is
the "Bound Bobln." The "Bobln" is started when a club types out a report
of its activities of the year and tl^n sends it on its way to another
school in the state, at ehich students will add the activities at that
school and send it on to the next school on the list. When the "Round
Robin" has been circulated to all the schools it will be sent to members
and other Interested schools. A vivid example of the contents of the




Well, it's been a long time since our northwestern
regional gathering in the fall, and it's time for us to
catch up on pur respective library clubs' latest gossip.
In the fall, you'll remember, Watertown played host to
Litchfield, Woodbury, Washington, and Sanbury for a box
lunch supper, games, and a guest speaker, Mr. Jack Schaefer,
^Letter from Anne Jackson, Consultant, Hl^ School and Public
Libraries, Arkansas Library Commission, Little Rock, Arkansas, June 27, 1955*
^Letter from Ann Paul, op. cit., March 20, 1955.
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author of SHANE (and how he hates being deslgnatedl).
Next Watertown held a cupcake sale, with tasty wares
for a nickel apiece. The food sold like lightning, and
irtien the photographer came to take our pictures, we had
no cupcakes left. We had to bozrow them from purchasers
so that we could pretend to sell them again. In four
minutes we made $8.15, which we donated to our town
library's Building Fund.
Then we had a Book Quia for a period of el^t weeks •
Each week the undersigned posted a susmiary of a good
girl's book and a good boy's book •> the books were good;
we don't know about the others - on the school bulletin
board. Arlene Warren and Vlncdnt Valerio received their
prises at our assembly In January.
At Christmas time our club members chose a Christmas
poem, story, or other selection and tape recorded It. All
of us enjoyed every minute of recording such selections as
THE LITTIEST ANGEL AND A VISIT FROM SAINT NICHOLAS . The
day before our Christmas vacation these recordings echoed
from the library and up and down the halls.
In January we held an assembly, at idilch time we
presented a skit demonstrating a "tjrplcal" Library Club
meeting. It was far from serious, and our gym resounded
with laughter from the audience. We enjoyed It, and talk
of It Is still going around among the members and other
students. I don't think we'll ever be able to live It
down, but we don't caret
In the spring we are to have another regional meeting
and then, on May 20, the statewide meeting In New Haven.
See you there?
Now that you've read the latest gossip from Water-
town, how about telling us idiat you've done, or are doing,
or hope to do in the future. Add your doings to this
letter, and send It to another school.
'Bye for now.
Your Anonymous Bookworm
The Connecticut student assistants communicate business matters
to its members by means of a newsletter.^
Florida.—Each year the activities and interests of all member
clubs of the Florida High School Library Council are coaplled and recorded
llbid
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in a state scrapbook (not available for inspection). The Council also
prepaMa and issues a state handbook which reveals infomation concerning:
Charter Member Schools, History, Convention Groups, Organizational Set-^Ip,
Council Officers, Current Officers, Districts and District Representatives,
functions of the State Convention, The Methodist Youth Caoip (site for all
camp meetings), convention schedule, camp regulations and instructions,
provisions of the "state caup," recreation, programs of former years, and
the constitution. The handbook is duly illustrated.^ In addition to the
handbook the Council publishes mimeographed items such as newsletters,
tentative programs, and announcements concerning camp.^
Indiana.-~An Association scrapbook is used by the Hoosler Student
Librarians to record its activities from year to year.^ The organization
publishes a newspaper, the HOOSIER HARBINGER, in which news has been
printed since that first meeting of the organization in 19ii9.^
Kentucky.—'The Student Library Assistants of Kentucky prepare and
circulate a SIAK Manual^ among its members and interested individuals. The
manual is a compilation of duties and activities of the student assistants.
lOrimm, op. cit.
^Letter from Audrey Newman, Consultant, Instructional Materials,
State of Florida Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida, July 6,
1955.
3"Student Assistants Have State-Wide Organizations," op, cit., p, 13,
^Turk, op. cit., p. 163.
^Letter from James O'Rourke, op. cit.. May 16, 1955.
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SIM. aeabers ara currently working on two projects, a two-day fall meeting,
and exhibits and displays for that meeting. Charters for library clubs is
another future project.^
Louisiana.—^The Louisiana Teen-Age Librarians began working on a
handbook project in 1953*^ Neither the completion of this project nor the
indication of any other were revealed.
Maryland.—^The Executive Committeesoof the Maryland Council of
Student Library Clubs have planned frid prepared a state handbook which is
a guide to: the state library club song, the history of the Council,
qualifications of school library assistants, local library club organization
and club meetings, illtistrative information conceiving the state library
club pin, an interesting self-check list for prospective libraiy assistants,
a suggested list of local club offices, library club committees, and points
to be earned toward a school letter and a library club pin. A copy of
the constitution and a library work schedule also constitute the handbook.3
A project which the Council has been sponsoring since its ISkJ state
meeting is the awarding of $2$ to the boy or girl in Maryland who plans to
major in library science.^
^"Books are Bridges for Teenagers,” Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Student Library Assistants, April 29, 1955, Kentucky Stats College,
Frankfort, Kentucky.
^"Minutes of the Meeting of the Louisiana Teen-Age Librarians
Association,” Fourth Annual Assembly, Louisiana State University, June 17,
1953.
^Handbook of the Maryland Council of Student Library Clubs.
^tickley, op. clt., p. li:.
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Michigan.—^To date, the Student Librarian Assistants Association
of Michigan has undertaken two major projects. One has been the sponsoring
of a Hiroshima orphan—a boy who Is now around 13 years of age. Various
member schools have taken responsibility of providing gift packages and
reading materials for the boy for the past four years. In turn, he has
corresponded with various members of SIAAM, thanking them for the gifts
and telling them things about his life. Each year the responsibility for
this project is rotated from one high school to another.^
A second project is the publishing of a 12 page newspaper—GRAND
SLAAM—which contains news about clubs all over the state, as well as
any Information of Interest to the state organization as a whole. All of
the member clubs throu^out the state contribute news for the paper. The
Benton Harbor High School is presently responsible for the final editing^
The publication Is Illustrated throughout.3
Mississippi.—At the fall meeting of the Student Library
Assistants of Mississippi, an award was annoxinced for the best scrapbook
representing the activities of student assistants. The award will be a cup
which will be given at the next state meeting In the fall of 195$, for
covering the activities of this year, (195U}.^
In addition, the organization is busy making plans to publish a
newsletter which will probably be ready for the 19$$-$S school year.
better from Elinor Tungmeyer, op. cit.. May, 1955.
^Ibld.
3gRAND SLAAM, May 1951*.
^Annabelle Koonce, Library Supervisor, State of Mississippi
Department of Education, Division of Instruction, Jackson, Mississippi,
December 6, 195U.
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Another future plan Is to offer a scholarship to a senior student assistant
who Is a prospective librarian,^
New Jer8ey«--The New Jersey School Library Councils Association has
just recently celebrated tts twenty-fifth anniversary. To celebrate the
occasion, the students and school librarians of all the member Councils
compiled a history of the first 25 years of the Association.^ The actual
assembling of the material In form for binding was. done by the Colllngswood
High School Library Council. The one-volume publication was published under
the auspices of the Public and School Library Services Bureau, State of New





17 Charter Members, 1929
V Membership (1930-195U)
71 Schools Holding Office, 1930-1951:
711 State Meetlngs-JSfhen and Where
TUI Histories from Individual Councils (of 52 schools)
II Constltutlons~1929^19U6-195l
X Tabulation of Questionnaire
XI Copies of Treasurer's Reports
XII Minutes for December 6, 19li7
XIII Programs, New Activities, Received from Councils
XI7 What of the Future—List cdT High Schools in New Jersey
as of April 1951; and a Few Suggestions.
Section XIII presents an interesting detailed account of the activities and
projects of 52 councils, which through the ^ars have consisted of bulletin
^Annabelle Koonce, Library Supervisor, State of Mississippi Depart¬
ment of Education, Division of Instruction, Jackson, Mississippi, May 17,
1955.
^Letter from Jane B. Hobson, School and Toung Peoples Libraries
Consultant, Public and School Library Services Bureau, Stats of New Jersey,
Department of Education, December 6, 195U.
^ew Jersey School Library Councils Association, op. clt.
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board and showcase displays, scrapbooks for children's hospitals, book
packages sent to Ihe Phillippines and Europe, CARE packages, appearances
bn radio and television shows with authors as part of book week programs,
parties sponsored for children in children's homes, visits to book manu¬
facturing plants, and sending articles written student assistants to
professional magazines. The 26 slides, made of one of the councils, showing
its student assistants at work, were used at an American Library Association
Convention. They are now being used by instructors in library schools
during the summer sessions. These are but a few of the many activities re¬
ported by member councils. They suggest a strong indication of proof that
the NJSCIA (New Jersey School Library Councils Association), with its
member councils, is Interested in more than recruiting and developing future
librarians, as the state organizations of student library assistants have
been criticized as doing*
The officers of the state organization publlsh<r» a News Bulletin
which is issued four tinea a year. AH councils contribute information
to the publication, which consists of all types of news relative to so(d.al
and business activities of the councils and state organization.
New Mexico.—A State Scrapbook of student assistant activities has
been the only major project thus far undertaken by the New Ueadco Student
Library Association.^ Additional projects discussed at the fall 1951*
meeting are to take shape in the near future. They are a newsletter to be
sent to all member organizations, and a scholarship to be given to a member
of the state organization idio plans to make librarianshlp a career.^
^Letter from Elizabeth D. Miller, op. cit., Jantiary 13, 1955*
2lbid.
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North Carolina.—The North Carolina Hi^ School Library Association
for several years has continued its project of sending CASE book packages
to foreign countries*^ The organization sponsors a state llteraxy contest.
Two awards axe given at the annual state convention to clubs submit ting
outstanding scrapbooks of student activities. The Frank Driscoll Award is
given to the club presenting the best scrapbook on activities for the year.
The International Relations Award is given to the club presenting the best
scrapbook containing activities which promote friendship with students in
othsr cotintries.^ At the 19^5 Convent!on« a committee was appointed to
study a plan for establishing a scholarship fund.
Three newsletters are published during ths school year. The first
is distributed in the fall as a part of ths State School Library Adviser's
newsletter packet, and provides information about ths club, as well as
solicitations for membership. The second, or winter newsletter, is circu¬
lated to member clubs and contains information about the activities of the
club and the approaching convention. The third, or spring newsletter,
sumnarizes the club's progress for the year and the previous convention.
Ths president of NCHSLA writes the newsletters.3
North Carolina.—Jor the ssccxid year, the Association of North
Carolina High School Library Clubs (Negro group) has continued a previously
adopted project. The organization sends CARE book packages to children's
librazles in foreign lands .U Securing wooden pins for identification, and
llbld.
^Letter from Celeste Johnson, op. clt., July 19, 1955
3lbid.
i^Letter from Joyce C. McLendon, op. cit.. May 16, 1955.
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matal ones to be iised as honor awards was an additional project. At the
19$h~SS annual meeting, the group approved of a project which will give
an annual scholarship to a student interested in school librarlanshlp as
a career—a student assistant whose record ia high school library service
was unusually impressive.^
South Carolina.—The Duties Coomittee of the South Carolina High
School Library Association has prepared a manual outlining the duties of
student assistants. It is entitled "The Official Duties of Student
Librarians.” The manual consists of the purpose of the Duties Committee








The Association also Issues a handbook which includes the Constitution,
State Committees of Ihe South Carolina Hl^ School Library Association,
the Award System and a list of member schools.^ In the award system,
clubs are given various points for successfully completing various tasks
and projects of the year such as starting new clubs in the districts, sending
local club dues to the State Treasurer on time, and contributing articles
to State Reporter for the State Scrapbook. Other current projects are:
^Ibid.
^Tom Wyatt, Jr., Official Duties of Student Librarians; as set up
by the Duties Com^ttee of the Hl^ School Library Association. State of
South Carolina (Columbia: State Department of Education, l^S'l/.
Holley, J. Kyser, and M. Turner, Handbook of the South Carolina
High School Library Association.
the organisation of new clubs In the districts, and the promotion of
greater teacher and student participation In the selection and use of
library materials. The organization also promotes a Stats Scrapbook.
Texas .—The Teen-Age Library Association of Texas has Issued
several publications and promotes several projects. The organization Issues
a newsletter twice a year, a State Directory of Library Clube once a year,
and a small mlmeogrt^hed handbook for members.^
The newsletter, entitled T.A.L.A. TALK, Includes all types of Infor¬
mation concerning local clubs as well as the state organization. The
publication averages around el^t pages. Presently It Is being published
at the Waco Hl^ Sdiool In Waco, Texas. The State Directory provides a
list of all the drapter manbers of T.A.L.A. It provides information on
membership; State Sponsors; District Sponsors and Presidents; State Officers
Convention Cities; Cotmtles In District Divisions of the Texas Library
Association and the Teen-Age Library Association. The handbook of facts for
members Is a brief summary of: TJL.LJl. membership standards, purposes
of a library club, obligations of individual club members, organization of
a library club, and a list of charter chapters.
The organization is now promoting two new projects. A scholarship
fund has been created to be given as an award to a senior T.A.LJI. member
idio Is Interested In Ubrarlanshlp as a career. The amount of the scholar¬
ship Is $200.00 each year.^ The second project, idiich is still in the
process of being conpleted. Is the ionpllation of an annotated list of
favorite bodes for hi^ school people. Each library club was asked to
^Letter fromLaWelle L, Donaldson, op. clt., June, 1955.
^Letter from LaNelle £. Donaldson, op. clt., June 19$h»
sul»Bit from flTS to ten annotations of faTorite books. The best $00 of
the annotations will be (Selected for publication. A contest involving
the most appropriate cover design and title for the book list has been
entered by most of the clubs. Prises will be awarded to the winners. The
project is to be completed during the fall of 19$$» and will be published
by the Texas Education Agency for the teen-age group.^
Summary
»
The student assistants' organisations are currently engaged in
many interesting activities which are profitable not only to the boys and
girls making up the assistants' clubs, but to their friends here and abroad.
The student assistants are enjoying such activities as the publication of
newsletters, handbooks, histories, manuals (duties of student assistants
and procedures of clubs), newspapers, scrapbooks, a directory, an annotated
list of favorite books for high-school students, and a unique Informal news
gatherer of club activities known as the "Round Robin." An additional group
of hi^-interest projects idiich a large number of the boys and girls in the
different groups are particlpatlzig and promoting include: displays of
exhibits; scholarships to eligible seniors aspiring to be librarians; de¬
veloping local clubs; bestowing awards for organizlngrlocal clubs; the best
scrapbook; the most unique comer for the display of favorite books; slides
of club activities; and the development of international relations through
CARE packages and through the sponsorship of a Hiroshima oiphan. The
following stimmary of the activities of the student assistants' groups
should provide a composite picture of the special activities that the student
assistants are presently promoting and those they intend to adopt in tbs near
future.
^Letter from Luella Higley, op. cit., June 17, 1955.
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Newsletters.—Three of the state student assistants' organizations
issue newsletters. These are in Connecticut, Florida and Tescas.
Connecticut's newsletter is made up primarily of business matters.
Florida uses its newsletter as a means of sending announcements and notices.
"T.A.LJI. TAIK,” the newsletter of the Texas Teenage Library Association,
includes all types of information concerning the local clubs and the state
organization. Mississippi and New Mexico aire planning to issue newsletters
beginning with the 1955-56 school term.
Manuals .—The Kentucky, South Carolina and Connecticut associations
have prepared manuals. The "SIAK" Manual lists the duties and activities
of student assistants. The Connecticut manual is a guide to the functions
of the state organization. Duties of" student assistants are described in
South Carolina's 'n)utles Manual."
Scrapbooks .~State scrapbooks are promoted by seven state associ¬
ations—'Arkansas, Florida, Indiana, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina
and South Carolina. Arkansas' scrapbook of "school activities publicity"
was xecentLy exhibited at the 1955 American Library Assbclatlon Conference
in Philadelphia. The year to year activities of the student assistants'
groups of Florida, Indiana, New Mexico and South Carolina are recorded in
a state scrapbook. The student library assistants of Mississippi are going
to award a cup for the best scrapbook representing the activities of student
assistants at the fall 195U-55 meeting. The North Carolina Hi^ School
Library Association gives two awards at the annual state convention to clubs
submitting outstanding scrapbooks of student activities. One award goes to
the club presenting the best scrapbook containing activities promoting
friendship in other countries, the other award is for best activities of
the year.
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Newspapers .—The Indiana and Midiigan groups published newspapers.
The "Hoosier Harbinger" is the Indiana student assistants' publication.
It is approximately six years old. Michigan's newspaper is a 12-page publi¬
cation containing news about clubs all over the state, including state news.
Other types of publications.—The State Directory of Texas Teen«4Lge
Library Association provides a list of all the chapter members of the
association. It also supplies information on membership sponsors, and
district divisions of both the Texas Library Association and the Teen-Age
Library Association.
The New Jersey School Library Councils Association has jiist pub¬
lished a twenty-five year history of its organization. The publication
treats: origin, charter members, histories from individual councils, and
detailed Infornatlon on programs and activities of individual councils.
The Texas Teen-Age Library Association is making final preparations
for publishing an annotated bibliography of the favorite books of Texas
Teenagers. The best $00 of the annotations will cooprise the list.
The "Round Robin" project of the Nutmeg 020 Association is equally
shared by all member clubs. A "Round Robin" of activities is circulated
from club to club until all activities are recorded; then mimeographed copies
are sent to all member clubs and interested Indlvidxials.
International relations.—International relations are promoted and
encouraged through the CARE packages sent by both of the North Carolina
groups. The Michigan student assistants share this relationship in that
they are sponsoring a 13 year old Hiroshima orphan boy. The groi|p sends him
gift packages and reading materials and they correspond with each other.
Awards .—Awards are given by some of the organizations for out¬
standing achievements. The Texas Teen-Age Library Association is going to
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give aa award for the test cover design for the organization’s new list of
500 annotated hooks. The South Carolina High School Association gives
awards to memher cluhs for successftilly completing various tasks during
the year.
Scholarships are given to senior student assistants who are going
to he librarians. Texas gives a $200.00 scholarship and Maryland offers a
$25.00 scholarship. New Mexico and North Carolina (white group) are
planning to award such scholarships to its student assistants.
Other activities.—The Arkansas Student Librarians have sponsored
and participated in a state bulletin board display project. The best
bulletin board displays of the year were featured at the 195^ annual state
meeting.
Slides of club activities of New Jersey student assistants are
being used by instructors in library schools.
CHAPTER V
SUUMAET AND CONdJJSIONS
The piirpose of this study has been to describe the origin, organi¬
zational patterns, constitutions, projects, and publications of state
associations of student library assistants, as revealed In the literature
on the subject and throu^ correspondence with the organizations.
The study has revealed that II4 states have state organizations
of student library assistants. There are 1$ such organizations as one state.
North Carolina, has two statenrlds organizations of student library
assistants, one for Negro student assistants and one for white student
assistants.
These l5 state organizations for student library assistants were
organised between 1929 and 1951i. At the outset, the organization of state
associations of student Ubrary assistants was bery slow. Fifteen years
separated the date of origin of the first state group from that of the
second group whose date of origin was 19UU. The depression and the war years
(World War II) might have been contributing factors to the slow development.
Recent years, 1949 through 19^4y have seen a somewhat rapid growth In the
organization of state student library assistants' organizations.
Thou^ they may differ In the manner of phrasing, all of the
organizations share the objectives of providing an opportunity for the
student library assistants to assemble together for work, fun and fellowship,
and to learn ]iK>re about the profession. They have all Indicated concern for
better library service In the schools.
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M«a'bershlp In the state organizations for attuient lihrsjy
assistants extends from the elementary-school level through the jxinior
and senior high-school levels, and in two instances even to college
students working as student assistants or majoring in llljraiy service.
ITevertheless, the organization of state-wide associations of student
llljrary assistants has heen 'basically set-up for student assistants at the
secondary school level.
Qualifications of membership are designated by clubs, councils,
schools, groups and individuals. Sponsors of the organizations, for the
most part, have been the state school libraiy associations and the school
library sections of the state education associations. In addition to these
sponsors, two of the state organizations are sponsored "by the li'braiy
schools in their regions.
All of the clubs have officers. The offices of president, vice-
president, secretary and treasurer are basic to all of the student libraiy
assistant organizations, although some of the organizations have additional
officers. Officers are elected by ballot, nominations from the floor and
"by special delegates. The term of major offices in each of the student
assistant organizations has never extended for more than one year.
f
Each of the organizations has a constitution. Basically the consti¬
tutions of all of the organizations provide for names, purposes, membership,
officers, governing boards, meetings, dues, and amendments.
Business is generally carried on by executive bosxds or councils,
usually consisting of state officers, advisers, sponsors, and in some
instances representatives from manber clubs.
Each of the organizations holds at least one state-wide meeting a
year. Several of the state organizations hold more than one meeting a year.
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The state meetings of nine of the organizations are suppleoented by
district and regional meetings idilch are usually held prior to the state
meetings* Meetings are held in the spring and In the fall, at high schools,
colleges, universities and to a lesser degree at camps*
Dues are paid In all of the organizations, either individually or
as a club or group, or school.
In addition to business, varied programs are planned for the
meetings. These programs Include guest speakers, \isually authors or pro¬
fessional librarians In special fields or phases of Ubraxy work; workshops;
panel discussions; "buzz" sessions; demonstrations of methods and procedures;
and recreational activities*
Either projects and/or publications are sponsored and promoted by
each student library assistant organization. Scrapbooks and handbooks are
promoted by several of the associations. As projects—scholarshlps are
awarded to student assistants who are Interested in becoming librarians* One
state offers a |2CK) scholarship*
^ Various forms of communication are utilized. Newsletters and news
bulletins constitute the most generally used methods of communication*
Two newspapers, the Hoosler Harbinger and Grand SLAAM, publications of two
of the state-wide organizations of student Ubraxy assistants, are "newsy"
and interesting* ? a.
One state organization has been In existence for twenty-five years*
The New Jersey School Libz^xy Councils Association has cospilad Its
twenty-five year history, and It has been published under the auspices of
the Library Services Bureau of the New Jersey State Department of Education*
CABE packages are sent to foreign countries by some associations
as a means of sponsoring better International illations. One organization
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sponsors and corresponds with a Hiroshima orphan boy.
Conclusions
The distribution pattern (see Fig. 1) of the student library
assistants' organizations indicates that the states in the east central
section of the Uni^d States and the southern states seem most actlTe in
the school library club moTenent on a 8tate««lde basis.
Basically, a somewhat similar poittera of organization has been
carried on throughout the associations. They are run primarily by the
students with the advice and guidance of their sponsors.
The state school library associations and the state school llbraxy
consultants seem to be the main promoters and supporters of the state^wide
organizations of student library assistants.
District and regional meetings provide for more contact because
of more frequent meetings. Larger groups of student assistants ara able
to participate in the activities, since the state meetings are usually
attended by delegates. However, the geographical features of some states
and the sparsely populated areas make transportation rather difficult for
district and regional meetings. Further organization of state associations
of student library assistants in other sections of the country might also
be affected by this fact.
Recruitment is a major, but not the sole objective of any of the
l5 organizations; however, some recruitment has been accoo^lished. Former
student library assistants in a few of the organizations have become
librarians, even thou^ a majority of the state organizations are relatively
young
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The ingenuity and efforts of the state associations of school
librarians, librazy supervisors, sponsors and the student assistants theoi-
selves seem to be responsible for the continued existence of the organi¬
zations .
The keynote to the success of the student assistants' organizations
seems to He In the fact that the boys and girls are constantly provided
with challenging projects of Interest to them. These projects appeal to a
wide range of interests, some directly related to Hbrarlanshlp and some
that are not related to the profession. There Is also a good mixture of
woxk: and play.
The sponsors of the student library assistants' organizations are
proud of their state organizations of student library assistants, and
feel compensated for all the time and work expended.
APPENDIX
CONSTITUTIONS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS OF STUDENT LIBRART ASSISTANTS








The purposes for ehlch this organlsati<m shall exist aret
A. To inoriase pupil interest and particlpaticai in school
llbrar7 sork.
B. To create better library sexrice*
C. To promote friendship and cooperation among Librarian
moabers of the local and state clubs.
D. To attract irell*^ualified student library assistants
and to interest them in Librarlanship as a profession.
abticlb in
Qualifications of Membera
The monbera of this organizati<xi shall be limited to Junior and
Senior High School studenta mho are interested in library work« are
affiliated with the school library as Student Assistants^ or are members
of a local school library eluh may be m^nbers.
ARTICLE IV
Officers
The officers of this organization shall be a Fresident, Vice-
President, Secretary, Corresponding Secretary (appointed ty the President),
Treasurer, Reporter, and Historian.
Section 1. Election of the Officers
A. Officers shall be elected at the annual meeting from
nominations made from the floor.
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B* The officers eill assume office for a term of one year.
Section 2. Qualifications of Officers
A. The President; shall hare been a member of a local library
club for (me year and shall not be a member of the Socior
Class.
B. The Viee-Ft^identy Secretary, Treasurer, Beporter and
Historian shall hare been meidmrs of a local library club
for one year before being ^igible for the State Assocdatlon
Office. There shall be only one officer firom a toim.
Section 3. Duties of Officers
A. The Fk’esident shall preside at all meetings of the Associ>
ation. He shall represent the Association upon necessary
occasi<ms. The President, eith help of the Ylce-President,
shall name all committees and committee chairman of all
programs. He shall be an ex-«ffleio moaber of all committees.
B. The Vice-President shall assume all duties of the Presldoit
in absence. He shall be chairman of all programs.
C. The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of the minutes
of all meetings and a list of all members of the State
Association.
D. The CorrespcxidtLng Secretary shall conduct all necessary
correspondence of the A8Sociati(8i.
E. The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all woatj a
received and paid out. He shall not pay out any money
except on signed order of ^e President. Money must be
kept in a checking account and all bills paid by check.
Books shall be audited at the end of each year by specially
appointed committee. He shall issue membership cards to
all members uho pay their dues.
F. The Reporter shall be the publicity agmt for the Assoei-
aticm*
Q. The Historian shall keep a record of all Assoclatiim
publicity, etc.. In the fora of a scrap book.
ABTICLB 7
Sponsor and Executive Board
Sectlcn 1. Sponsor. The spcsisor of this organizatlcn shall be the School
Library Section of the Arkansas £ducati(»i Association.
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Sectlm 2« A-dtisozy Council* This organization shall have an Achrisazy
Council* The Chairman of this comcil shall be the Resident
of the spoisoring organisation, the School Idbrazy Section of
the Arkansas Education Associaticai* Other members of this
board shall be the Fjresident of the Arkansas lltarazy Associ¬
ation, one member of the Arkansas State Department of Education,
a representatiye of the Arkansas Idbrazy Commission, and two
hig^ school librarians (appointed bj tiie other members of the
Adyisozy Council)*
Section 3* Executive Council* This organisation shall have an Executive
Comcil* The members shall be the officers of the Association
and the librarians of each of the local clubs to which the
officers belong* The Adhrisozy Council «uid the Executive Council
are the Executive Board*
Section U* Duties of the Spcaisor* The duties of the Sponsor shall be to
promote the gzxnrbh and welfare of the Association*
Section 5* Duties of the Executive Board* The Executive Board shall act
for the Association in intezrals between meetings, make
arrangements for meetings, fill vacancies in officers, and
transact all other necessary business*
ARTICLE VI
Dues
Each local library club shall pay twenty-five cents per member
before or at spzlng meeting, except for new members idio may pay when they
join* Each libzarian or local treasurer shall be responsible for sending
a list of members and their dues to the State Treasurer* Members of the
State Associaticm who do not belcng to a local club may send their dues
directly to the State Treasurer* ^gistratim fees necessary to the
success of the meetings may be charged at Conventions, upon approval of
members advised prior to the Ccnvention*
ARTICLE VII
Codes, Colors, Emblem, flower. Pin
Section 1* The Association shall have a State pin on which shall be the
emblem* The emblem is a banner (or the shape of the state
of Arkansas) i^on whi(^ there is a book. Upcxi the book is a
key with 'the initials A.S.L.A* printed below it* Below the
book along the lower part of the pin are the words, "The Key
to Life*" The book represents the Association. A.SJt*A*
stands for the Arksnsas Student Librarians' Association* The
key to the book symbolises the way of opening the door to
knowledge and pleasure* The code is "B^ks are the Key to
Ufe."
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Section 2* The Association shall bSTe a floirer> the Bed Carnation.
Section 3* The colors of the Associatim shall be red, white, and bine.
These colors shall be teed for decoration themes to represent
the colors of the flags of the United States of America and
the state of Arkansas.
AfinCLS VIII
Amendments
The constitution may be amended a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the
members present at any meeting, provided the notice of the proposed change
has been given in the call for the meeting, in order that delegates may be
instructed on voting by the local chapters to ‘ttius represent the entire
membership of the Association.
ABTICLE IZ
Parliamentary Procedure
Bobert's Buie of Order shall be the Parliamentary authority of
this organisatim, subject to special rules idiich have been or may be
adopted. It will govern in any ease that might arise that is not herein
included.




Th« name of the organization shall be THE NUniBO 020 ASSOCIATION.
ABTICIE II
Objectlyes
Purpose for irtiieh this Association shall exist aret
A. To increase ptqpil interest and partlcipaticm in libraiy work.
6. To promote friendship and cooperation aoK»g librarians «id
student librarians throughout the state.




Seoti<»i 1. The membership of this Association shall be limited to pupils
of Junior and Senior %gh Schools, zAio are interested in
library work, and are nesd>er8 of a local school library group
in Connecticut, and also college students who are library
majors.
Section 2. Members who are graduated from Senior Hig^ School may continue
to be non-Toting members of the Association upon pa,yiBent of
dues to the Treasurer each year.
ABTICIE 17
Officers
The officers of this Association shall be a President, First Vice-
Presidmat, Seccaad Pice-President, Secretary and Treasurer.
ABTICIE 7
Exscutire Board
Section 1. Advisory Council. The members of the Advisory Council shall
be: Chairman: the club sponsor or the President of the
Nutmeg 020 A88oclati<»i, the State School Library Advisor, the
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Second Vice-President of the Connecticut School Library
Association^ the Association sponsors of each of the
officers of IHE NOIHEO 020 ASSOCIATIdi, and the librarian
of the Nev Haren State Teachers' College or someone ap¬
pointed by him to represent him.
Section 2. Executire Council. The members of the Executive Council
shall be: The delegates tron the regions, and an eligible
ex-officio officer of the Hutmeg 020 A8sociati<xi for the pre¬
ceding year in the order of rank beginning with the President.
The i^sident shall be Chairman of the Executive Council.
ARTICLE VI
Meetings
Regi<xial meetings shall be held each year in the fall and spring
with one annual meeting in the spring.
ARTICLE VII
Qualifications of Officers
Section 1. The IVesident shall have been a mmsber of a local library dub
for one year before being eligible for the Mutmeg 020 office,
and shall be a member of the rising Senior Class in Senior
Hi^ School.
Section 2. The Vice-President, and Treasurer shall have been m^obers of a
local library school group for one year before being eligible for
the State office and shall be members of the rising Senior,
Junior, or Sophomore Class in Senior Hi^ School.
Section 3. The Secretary shall be a Library Science major at Hew Haven
Teachers College
ARTICLE Vm
Code, Flower, Pin and Emblem
Section 1. The Hutmeg 020*8 shall have as its fall flower, chrysanthemum
and spring flower, daffodil to be used for decorations at all
conventions, dinners and cn other appropriate occasions.
ARTICLE IX
The Colors of the Association




This constitution may be amended by a two-ttdrds Tote of the
members present at any meeting) provided notice of the proposed change
has been given in the call for the meeting) in order that delegates nay




The officers shall be elected at the annual spring meeting by the
Executive Council from among the members of the Executive Council*
ARTICLE n
Duties of Officers
Secticm 1* The Fresidrat shall preside at all meetings of the Association
and of the Executive Council and shall report to the Associ-
ati<xi all matters of importance and interest* He shall appoint
Chairmen of all committees* He shall represent the Association
tq;>on necessary occasions* He shall approve all bills and be
an ex-officio member of all committees*
Section 2* The First Vice-President shall preside in the absence of the
President and shall assume tiie duties of the IVesldmt in
absence, (or each elective officer in turn.)
Secticn 3* The Second Vice-President
Section U* The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of the minutes of
the meetings of the Association and the Executive Council* He
shall read all reports at the request of the IVesident* He
shall conduct necessary 6«rrs8p<xidence of the Associatitm and
Ireep a list of all members of the Association*
Section $, The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all mon^ re¬
ceived and paid out* He shall not pay out any money except
signed order of the President* & shall be ready to make
a financial report at any time* Honey shall be kept in a




Duties of the Executlye Board
Section !• The Exeeutlre Council shall act for the Association in
intervals between meetings, make arrangements for the spring
and fall meetings and for any other meetings deemed necessary*
Section 2* The Ezecubive Council shall have the power to fill vacancies
in offices, to spend money for the expenses of the Association
and to transact necessary business*
Section 3* The Advisory Board shall approve any transactions and policy¬
making acts and shall guide the Associaticsi*
ABTICLE 17
Dues
Each school group shall join as a chapter and the dues shall be
ten cents per member, payable by October l5th* Hew members dues may be
smfit at any later date* Each librarian or local treasurer shall be
responsible for sending names of members and dues to the state-treasurer*
The treasurer shall issue membership cards to all who pay dues*
ARTICLE 7
Amendments
These By-Laws may be amended a two-thirds vote of the members
present at any meeting, provided notice of the proposed change has been
given in the call for the meeting, in order that delegates may be instructed
<«i voting by the entire mmebership of the Association*











We, the oomhLned hi^ school library councils of Florida,




(a) To develop leadership, personality and good citisenship.
(b) To give recognition to student assistants*
(e) To promote better understanding and cooperation between
local and state high school libraries*
(d) To improve practices and promote hl^r standards in
school*




The membership of this oeuncil shall be limited to high school
pupils (9th-12th grades) interested in library and/or audio»
visual work, who are mendsers of a local council in Florida*
The members idio have graduated from senior high school and
school librarians may be non-voting members ^n payaent of
dues to the treasurer each year.
ARTICLE I?
Officers and Election
Officers of the council shall bet President, Yice-Fresldent,
Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary; Tareasurer,
Chaplain, Reporter, Historian, and Parliamentarian*
A majority of the votes east is necessary for an officer
to be elected*
The officers shall hold office for one year and shall be
elected annually at the state convention* An old officer












The administration of the affairs of the coxmcll shall be
tested In the Executire Board, which shall consist of the
officers of the council and a represmtatire from each
district* The adviser of the Florida High School Library
Council (librarian idiere the president attends school),
the chairman of the School library Section of the Ilorlda
Educational Association, and the lltoary consultant for the
norida Department of Education shall be ex-officio members*
The Executive Board shall have power to fill all vacancies that
shall occur, to appoint necessary committees, and to authorise
expenditures*
The meeting of the E»cutive Board may be called by the Fresi-
doit at such times and places as he magr designate, or shall be
called at the request of a majority of the board*
ABTICLE H
Meetings
Regular meeting of the state association shall be held once
a year, preferably in the spring; addlti<»ial meetings shall




Any amendment to the constitutlcm or by-laws nay be proposed
hf any member at any regular meeting*




The President shall be a rising senior* AH officers shall
















The Plresident shall preside at the state eeetlng and any
executire board nesting; hare the authority to appoint con-
sittees and acting officers, vi^ the approval of the
Executive Board, and must take a deciding vote in ease of
a tie. He shall see that all connittees and officers
function properly.
The Vice-iVesldent shall assime full duty and responsibili^
in the absence of tiie President.
Corresponding Secretary shall send out notices of called
nestings and of otiier nestings nhen necessary and uill con¬
duct correspondence of the organizaticm. The Corresponding
Secretary shall reside in the sane city and/or attend the
sane school as tiae President.
Recording Secretary shall take ninutes at all business nestings.
The ninutes are to be available at any tine. He shall also
keep an accurate roll of nonbership.
Treasurnr shall take full ^arge of the dues and keep an
accurate accemt and have a corresponding roll nith the
seeretaxy. The Treasurer shall issue noubership cairds
payment of dues.
Reporter shall be responsible for all pvdblicity.
Chaplain shall have full charge of any Sunday devotional at the
state eocvention.
Parliamentarian shall see that all business is conducted
properly. "Robert's Rules of Order" shall be the accepted
authority.




The election of officers shall be conducted at the annual
state nesting.
Each district shall present a slate of officers to the










Dues shall be $2*50 for every ten nembers or fewer$ |2«50
for each additional ten members or major portion thereof.
Special dues for ex-officio lumbers shall be twenty-five coats
annually.
Membership cards shall be issued -apon paynoat of dues.
ARTICLE I?
Meetings
The state meeting shall be held aimually, preferably in the
spring.




The state shall be divided according to the Congressional
districts.
Each district shall have one representative to serve on the
Executive Board.










A. To increase pupil interest and partieipati<Mi in library work.
B. To promote frioadship among librarians and student librarians through¬
out the state.
C. To attract hi^type pt;pil assistants and to arouse interest in
llbrarianshlp as a professioa.
ARTICLE III
Qualifications of Membera
The membership of this Association shall be composed of those
stud^ts Interested in any type of library work.
ARTICLE I?
Officers and Duties
Secticm 1. The officers of this Assodlation shall be President, Tice-
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Reporter. Officers shall
hold office for <me year only. They shall be elected by ballot
at the annual meeting.
Section 2. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Association
and of the Executive Council. The President with the help of
the Vice-President of I.S.LJL., (Indiana School Librarians'
Association), shall appoint the chairmen of all committees.
Section 3* The Vice-President shall preside in the absence of the President
and shall assume the duties of the i^sident when he is absoit.




Section U* The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of the nlautes
of all meetings, a list of all members of the State Associ¬
ation, and shall conduct correspondence for the Associatiom.
Section 5* The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all money
received and paid out. He shall not pay out any money except
on signed order of the President. He shall be ready to make
a financial report at any time. Honey shall be kept in a
check^g account and all bills paid by check. An auditing
committee shall be appointed by t^e President to audit the
books.
Section 6. The Reporter shall be the publicity agent for the Association.
He shall keep a record of the Association publicity in the form
of a scrap book*
ARTICLE V
Executive Board
Section 1* Advisory Council. The members of the AdTlsoxy Council shall bet
the State Director of School Libraries and Teaching Ifaterials,
the Vice-President of IU3.L.A. (Indiana School Librarians'
Association) and the vice-presidents of the library sections of
the I.S.TJI. (Indiana State Teachers' Association).
Section 2* Executive Comcil. The officers of the Association and the
chaliman from any organised section, corresponding with
I.S.T.A. and an eligible ex-officio officer of the Hoosier
Student Librarians' Association for the preceding year in the
order of rank beginning mith the President shall constitute
the Executive Council* The President with the consent of the
Vice-Fk'esident of I.S.L.A. shall call the Executive Council
meetings* Ihere no chairman has been elected in a section, the
President of the State Association shall appoint a temporary
chairman for that section* The President shall be chairman of
the Executive Comcil*
ARTICLE VI
Duties of the Executive Board
Secti<xi 1. The Executive Council shall act for the Association in intervals
between meetings and make arrangements for the annual meeting.
Section 2* The Executive Council has the power to fill vacancies in office,
to spend money Tor the esqpenses of the Association and to
transact necessary business*
Section 3. The Advisoxy Council shall approve any transactions and policy¬
making acts.
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Begular meetings of the State Association shall be held each year,
preferably in the fall.
ARTICIB Vm
Dues
Each member shall pay twenty-fire cents (2$/) dues. Each librarian
or local treasurer shall be responsible for sending names of members and
dues to the state treasurer January 30, of each year. Registration fees,
necessary for the success of the meeting may be charged for ecnventions, on
the approral of the Executire Board. Arount of such fees must be determined
and menders advised prior to the eonrention. The Treasurer shall issue
membership,cards to all who pay dues.
ARTICIS n
Amendments
This constitutim and by-laws of the Hoosier Student Librarians'
Associatior may be amoaded by a two-thirds vote, provided notice of the
proposed change has beoi given in the call for the meeting, in order that




Robert's RULES OF ORDER shall be the parliamentary authority of
this Association, subject to special rules which have been or will be adopted.
AMSIlSjERTS TO CGNSTITUTICH AND BI^WS
(Adopted October 13, 1951)
Amend Article ?I - Duties of Ebceoutlve Board
Section U. The Executive Council shall elect a nominating committee of
three members. The nominating committee shall arrange a slate
of two candidates for each office. The slate of officers shall
be completed by September 30th of each year or approximately
two weeks p:rior to the annual conference.
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Amend Article VIII > Dues
Each member shall psqr twenty-five cents (25/) dues* Such dues are
valid for the current school year. Each librarian or local treasurer
shall be iresponslble for sending names of members and dues to the state
treasurer by November 30th of each year* Registration fees, necessary for
the success of the meeting, may be charged for conventions, on the approval
of the Executive Board* Amount of such fees must be determined and members
adTlsed prior to the convention* The Treasurer shall Issue membership cards




Regional meetings may be hdd* These regions will correspond to
those regions established for the Indiana School Librarians' Association*
Such regional meetings shall be under the direction of the vice-chairman of




Section 1* Delegates to the Hoosier Student Librarians' Association must
be paid members of the Association* Idbrarians shall send the
names of two delegates from each school* Only these delegates
shall have the power to vote upmi official business of the
Hoosier Student Librarians' Association*
The voting delegates shall elect one officer for each office
fr(»a the slate prepared h7 the nominating committee* However,
nomlnaticms from the floor shall be in order at the annual
conference*
Sectl<m 2*
THE STUDENT UBHART ASSISTANTS OF KENTUCKI
CONSTITUTION
Flreambl*
The ptirpose of this association shall bo to bring together
annually, and during district meetings, the Library Student Assistants
of the state of Kentucky for the purpose of promoting good library serrices
to the boys and girls of Kentucky*
ARTICLE I
Name




Membership is open to any student assistant in the state of
Kentucl^* All members must participate in some activity of the library*
ASTtCIE ni
Officers
The officers of the organisation shall be: President (Ihist be a
Jimior), Vice-President (Must be a Freshman or a Sophomor^, Secretary
(Must be a Sophomore or a Junior), Assistant Secretary (Must be a Freshman
or a SophooK>re}, Tx^asiurer (Must be a Sophomore or a Junior), and Sergeant
at Arms (Ihxst be a Freshman, a Sophomore, or a Junior).
ARTICLE IV
Meetings




Aqy asmndmsnt to this constitution shall be sulmiitted in writing
at a regular nsetlng of the Student Library Assistants of Kentucky. Such
amendments must be signed by three (3) active members of the organisation.
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The anendiiBnts shall be read by the Secretary under the heading of new
business. After such notice, the proposed amendment shall become?
part of the constitution, if at the next regular meeting it is approved
by a two-thirds majority of the members present and voting.
BT-IAWS
Section 1. The annual dies of members of the association shall be fifty
cents (Soil) a year, payable at the regular meeting in April.
Section 2. All committees shall be appointed by the President unless
other provisions for their selection shall be made on motion
approved by a two-thirds majority of meshers present and voting.








A. To increase pupil interest and participation in Library Work.
6. To promote friendship and cooperation between the librarians and
student librarians chibs throughout the State.
C. To attract good pupil assistants and to arouse interest in Librarian-
^ip as a profession.
ARTECLE m
Qualifications of- Meabers
The members of this Association shall be ooaqiosed of those high
school students idio are interested inLibrary Work, those idio are affiliated
si^ the school library as student assistants, or. those idio are .members of
a local school library club that ds well organised.
ARTICIE IV
Officers and Duties
Section 1. The officers of this organisation shall bet President, Vice-
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Reporter. Officers shall
hold office for one 3«ar.
Section 2, The President ^all preside at all meetings of -the oi^anisatlon.
The President with the help of -tbs Vice-President shall name
all comslttees. The President shall be ex-officio member of
all committees.
Section 3* The Vice-President shall preside in the absence of the President
and shall assume all duties of the President idisn he is absent.












The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of the adnutes
of all Bsetlngs. Also a list of all members of the organisation
and shall coiduct correspondence for the organlaatlon.
The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record ofv4QJ. money re¬
ceived and paid out. He shall not pay out any money except on
signed order of the President. He shall be ready to make a
financial report at any time. Money shall be kept In a checking
account and all bills paid by dieck, unless the sum Is less than
n.oo.
The Rai>ortar shall be the publicity agent for the organisation.
He shall keep a record of the Organisation Publicity In the
form of a scrap book.
ARTICLE V
Executive Council
The E:»ctttlve Council shall be eooposed of:
1. Chairman of Louisiana School Library Association.
2. Chairman of Student Relations Comslttee.
3. Officers of the Louisiana Teen-Age Librarians Association.




Regular meetings of this Organisation shall be held once a year.
Special meetings may be called by the President with the advice
of the Executive Council.
ARTICLE VII
Dims
Each mmhor of the local groups shall pay twenty-five cents
(1.25) per year. Each Librarian or local Treasurer shall be
responsible for sending names of members and dues to the State
Treasurer by October 1$.
Registration fees, necessary for the success of the meeting may
be diarged for conventions, on 'Uie approval of the Executive
Council. Amount of such fees must be determined and membership
advised prior to the convention.







Enblem« Pin, Code, Flower
The Organization shall ha've a State Pin and Emblea.
The Organization ^all haTS a flower to be used for decoration
at all conwsntlons, dinners, and on other appropriate occasions.
The Organization shall have its colors.
The colors ^all be used for decoration themes with the flower.
ARTICIE IZ
Amendments
This constitution ma7 be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members
piesent at any meeting, provided notice has been given in the call for the
meeting, in order that delegates nay be instructed on voting by the local
ch£pteza to thus represent the entire nsmhership.
ABTICLG I
Parliamenbary Authority
Ro^rt*s Rules of Order shall be the Parliamentary authority of
this organ!sAiion, subject to ^ecial rules vdilch have been or may be
adopted. It will gowern in any case that might arise that is not herein
included.
AMENDMENT TO CONSTITDTION
Amend Article VII - Dues
Section 1. Each school club shall p^ |2.00 a year dues*








Its object shall be to encourage the establishment and iaproyement
of student librarjr organizations in order to further interests in libraries
in parochial* private and public sdiools of the state.
ARTICIE HI
Membership and Dues
Ax^ student llbraxy organisation shall be a member of the Council
upon payment of the annual dues of ten cents per IndiTidual member. Any
student lAo is a member of an affiliated school library organization shall
be a voting meoi>er of the Council.
ARTICLE IV
Offices
Section 1. The officers of Ihe Association shall be a President* a Vice-
President* a Secretary and a Treasurer.
Section 2. These officers shall be elected by ballot at the annual meeting
for a term of one year. They shall be so chosen that* if
possible, each type of school* parochial* private and public
be represented. The presidency shall rotate* if possible*
between the following regions: Baltimore City* the Upper
Eastern Shore* The Lower Eastern Shore* the Middle Counties*
Southern Maryland* and Western Maryland. The President shall
be elected while in his or her Junior year. A majority vote
of those present shall constitute an section. At the discretion
of the Executive Board an election may be made by mall.
Section 3. All officers shall hold office until the close of the meeting
at which their successors are chosen.
9U
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Section U* These officers shall perform the duties usuall/ pertaining
to their respectl-ve offices.
ARTICLE 7
Executive Board
Section 1. The administration of the affairs of the organization shall be
invested in the Executive Board which shall consist of the
officers of the organization together with the retiring
president. The State Sponsors of the council, the President
of the Association of School Llbfarlans, and the State Director
of School Libraries shall be ex-offIclo members.
Section 2. The Executive Board shall have the power to fill all vacancies
that shall occur, to appoint necessary comnlttees and to
authorize expenditures.
Section 3- The meeting of the Executive Board may be called by the President
or the sponsor at such times and places as they may designate;
or shall be called at the request of a majority of the Board.
ARTIBIS VI
Amendments
The constitution nay be amended by a two-thirds vote of those
meshers present, provided notice of tbe proposed change has been given in
call for that meeting.




STUDENT LIBRARIAN ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION CP MICHIGAN
AHnCIE H
Object
Its object Is to encourage the establishment and ioprovement of
student library assistants organisations.
ARTICIE in
Members
Any student library organization of Junior or Senior High School or
a district school library organization shall be a member of the Association
proTlded the annual dies are paid. Any student vho is a member of an




Section 1. Officers ^aU be President, 71ce<J^residsnt, Secretary and
Treasurer.
Section 2. Officers shall be elected by ballot at the annxial spring meeting
for a term of one year. The President must be in his or her
Junior year of Senior High school idien ejected. A majority vote
of those present shall constitute an election. At the discretion
of the Executive Board an election may be mads by mail.
Section 3* All officers shall hold their offices until the close of |he
meeting at which their successor is chosen.






Section 1. The administration of the affilrs of the association shall be
tested in the Executive Board which shall consist of the
officers of the association and a representative chosen by
each school, State School Llbraiy Consultant and past officers
of S.L^Wl»M* shall be officio membere. Ex-offlclo members do
not have a vote.
Section 2. The Executive Board shall have power to fill all vacancies that
shall occur, to appoint necessary committees, and to authorize
expenditures.
Section 3« The meetings of the Executive Board may be called by the
President at such times and places as he or she may designate
or shall be called at the request of a majority of the board.
Section Seven meobers shall constitute a quorum.
ARTICIE 71
Meetings
There shall be at least two meetings of the association a school




Each affiliated student library organization shall pay annual dues
of two dollars ($2.00) per school or ten cents ($.10) per person, idiichever




The constitution may be amended by e two-thirds (2/3) vote of those
members present, provided notice of the proposed change has been given In
call for that meeting.
BT-UWS
1. Districts: Formation and Organization
A. A regional group to be known as a district may be fomed as a member
group of Student Librarian Assistadbs Association of Michigan by
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banding t<^ath0r one group ulthln a school with other such groups
in that area.
B. Recognition of the foxnation of a district in SUULM shall be ob¬
tained by sending a written request to the Executive Board of
SUAM.
C. The organisation within a district, as to its officers, local
■eatings, and t^-laws, shall be determined by the district concerned,
and in accordance with the constitution of SIAAJf.








Purposes for the existence of this organization are as follows:
1. To Increase pupil interest and participation in school
and state-wide library service.
2. To pronote firtendshlp and cooperation aoiong librarians
and students throu^out the state of Mississippi.




The membership of this organization shall consist of Junior and
senior high school students (grades seven throng twelve) who are parf
tlcipating in library work through membership in a library club or through
serving as a library assistant.
ARTICIE 17
Officers
1. The officers for the organization shall be a President, a
Vice-President, a Secretary, a Treaaaurer, and a Reporter.
2. The officers shall be elected at each annual meeting and
shall continue in office until their successors are elected.
3. The tern of office shall be one year. An officer may not
succeed himself in office.





1« The President must be a member of the ;)unlor class when
elected. He shall have served as a library assistant for
at least a year.
2. The Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and the Reporter
may be elected from grades nine through eleven. They shall
have served as library assistants for at least a year.
ARTICLE VI
Vacancies
In case of a vacancy in office, the Presldait, with tJre approval
of the Executive Board, shall appoint a member to fill the unsxpired term.
In this Instance the person may be elected to a full term of the same
office. (Article IV, Section i*lll not apply here.)
ARTICIB VII
Meetings
Regular meetings shall be held once a year. Additional meetings
may be called by the President with the approval of the Executive Board.
ARTICLE VIII
Executive Board
1. The Advisory Council and the Executive Council shall consti¬
tute the Executive Board.
2. Advisory Council. The Advisory Council shall consist of the
President of the Mississippi Association of School Librarians,
the Library Supervisor of the State Department of Education,
the librarian from the president's school (as chairman), and
the chairman of the previous year's Advisory Council. The
Advisory Council shall attend the annual business meetings.




Colors, Flower, Pin, Emblemj Motto
1* The colors of the organization shall be puiple and gold.
2. The organization shall have as its fall flower the chzy^
santhemum and as its spring flower the gladiola.
3. The organization shall have a state pin and emblem,
li. The organization shall have a motto.
ARTICLE Z
Sotttoe of Authority





1. Nominations for officers shall be made from the floor.
2. Voting shall be done by delegates, with one delegate from
eadh school that is duly registered.
ARTICLE II
Duties of Officers
1. The President shall preside at all meetings of the organization,
shall appoint all committee members and chairmen, and shall
represent the organization upon necessary occasions.
2. The Vice-President shall assume the duties of the President
when the President is absent. He shall serve as program
chairman.
3. The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of the minutes
of all meetings, shall keep a list of all members of the
organization, and shall conduct necessary correspondence of
the association.
U* The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all money col¬
lected and paid out. He shall not pay out money except on the
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signed order of the President or the Executive Board,
Money shall be kept in a checking account and all bills
shall be paid by check.
5. The Reporter shall be the publicity agent for the organization.
He shall be responsible for getting information to the news¬
papers and shall keep a record of the association publicity
in the form of a scrapbook.
6. The Advisory Council shall attend the annual meeting of the
organization and advise on matters coming before the organi¬
zation.
ARTICLE III
Duties of the Executive Board
1. The Executive Board shall act for the association in Intervals
between meetings and make arrangen»nts for the annual meetli^
and any other necessary meetings.
*2. The Executive Board shall have the power to fill vacancies
in office, to spend money for the expenses of the organization,
and to transact necessary business.
ARTICLE IV
Dues




These by-laws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the voting dele¬
gates at any meeting, provided notice of the proposed change has been given
in the call for the ssetlng in order that delegates may be Instructed on
voting by the entire membership of their local organization.
NEW JERSEY SCHOOL LIBRARY COUNCILS ASSOCIATION









Section 1. Purposes of the organization shall be to proante Interest in
library work} to foster the interchange of ideas relating
to Council activities} to encourage pupils to make library




Section 1. Membership. Active membership shall Include those New Jersey
school library councils idilch have paid their annual dues




Section 1. Officers. The officers of this organization shall be a
President, a Vice^resident, a Treasurer, a Recording Secretary,
a Corresponding Secretary, and a Historian.
Section 2. Qualifications of Officers. No council member shall be
eligible for office unless he has been approved by the librarian
of his school} his council has been a member of this organization
for a period of one year, and is in good standing at the time
of nomination.
Section 3. Duties of Officers. The officers of the Association shall per¬







a. Nominations Committee. This committee shall consist of
the Executive Board and a representative from each of
three councils chosen by the President at the fall
meeting.
b. Election of Officers. Election shall be by ballot, and
shall be held at the spring meeting of each year. Each
council shall have one vote for each office, cast by an
appointed representative of each council. Candidates
for office shall appear at the spring meeting.
c. Term of Office. Officers for the Association shall be
elected for a term of one year mlth the exception of the
Treasurer mho shall be elected for a term cf two years.
No Library Council shall succeed Itself as a member of
the Executive Board.
d. Vacancy. In case a vacancy occurs In aiy office from
which the council withdraws, the President shall appoint
a council to fill the unexplred term. If a student
elected to office Is unable to fulfill his official duties
(moves away or drops out), and the council desires to
retain the office, the librarian of that school shall
appoint a student to take the office until the following
election.
e. Advisers. Advisers of the Association ^all consist of the
librarians of the schools from which the offlcdrs are
elected. The adviser of the President hhall remain on the
Executive Board as general adviser for one year following
his tenure of office. He shall also act as a consultant
and adviser from the New Jersey School Library Association
to the Executive Board of the New Jersey School Coimcll
Association; and further he shall represent the New Jersey
School Library Council Association on the Executive Board
of the New Jersey School Library Association and shall
attend Its meetings. If he withdraws from this assignment,
his post shall be filled by an appointment made by the
President of the New Jersey School Library Association.
ARTICLE V
Meetings
There shall be two regular meetings per ysar of the Association.
Meetings of the Executive Board shall be held when deemed











This constitution may be amended at any regular meeting by
a two-thirds rote of those present, provided notice Is given





Yearly dues shall be two dollars ($2.00) per year. The
fiscal year of the Association shall be from llay 1 to March 31*
Any member council not having paid its dues for the current
year by January 15, and having been notified, shall not be
eligible to vote at the spring meeting.
ARTICLE II
Executive Board




President. It shall be the duty of the President to preside at
all msetlngs of this organization; to call regular and special
meetings when necessary; to appoint all committees; to appoint
officers pro-tern in the event of absence or resignation of
officers; to kdep a book of permanent record containing his
letters, records, programs, etc., or copies of same, of all
Association activities.
Vice-President. It shall be the duty of the Vice-President to
preside at all meetings at such timss when the President Is
absent to be Chairman of the Program Committee for the regular
meetings; to keep a permanent record of all his correspondence
and programs, or copies thereof, relating to organization
activities.
Treasurer. It ^all be the duty of the Treasurer to keep a






and payments; deposit all funds In a bank; to pay all bills
approved by the Executive Board; to submit a written report
at the close of each year listing all receipts and expendl*
tures and showing balance on hand; to submit his books for
auditing, at the end of the fiscal year, to a member Council
designated by the President.
Recording Secretary. It shall be the duty of the Recording
Secretary to keep a record of the minutes of all meetings,
and to subscribe such events Into a book of permanent record;
to send copies of minutes to all officers following each
meeting and to the Executive Board of New Jersey School Library
Association; to call roll at regular meetings and keep a
permanent record of registration; to keep copies of the Con¬
stitution on hand and to distribute such copies to all members
of the Executive Board at the First annual Executive meeting.
Corresponding Secretary. It shall be the duty of the
Corresponding Secretary to have charge of all correspondence
except that which relates to work assigned to other officers
or comolttees; to keep a permanent record In book form of letters
received and forwarded; to send letters as directed by the
President or as the Constitution or By-Laws may prescribe; to
notify members of all meetings idilch this organization shall
duly call by virtue of this Constitution and By-Laws.
Historian. It shall be the duty of the Historian to keep all
records pertaining to the history of the Association; to keep
all official books and records turned in by retiring officers
with the exception of the current minutes book of the recording
secretary; to keep programs, newspaper clippings and special
publications of the Association in such form as to be readily
accessible; and to keep pezmanent cumulative record of the
names of officers, advisers, and their schools.
ARTICLE 17
Committees
Committees. There shall be a Publicity Committee vdilch shall
consist of at least two member councils. This Committee shall
benaj>ptlnted annually by the President. Duties of the Committee
shall be to publicise meetings and all major activities of this
Association In major State newspapers. The Committee shall
send newsp^er clippings of Association activities to the
Historian.








Purposes for which this association shall exist aret
a. To Increase pupil Interest and participation In school
librazy wozic.
b* To promote better understanding and cooperation between
local and State High School Library Clubs.
c. To attract hl^-type pupil library assistants and to




Aqy school library organization whose librarian Is a member of the
Library Section of the New Ifexico Education Association shall be a member
of this Association upon payment of the annual does.
ARTICLE IT
Advisors
The advisors of this Association shall consist of the librarians
of the schools from which the officers are elected. The officers of the
Library Section of the New Mexico Education Association shall be ex-offlclo
advisors to this Asso^atlon.
ARTICLE V
Officers
The officers of this Association shall be a President, Vice-President,





Regular aeetinga of this Association shall be held In connection








A charter of the New Mexico High School Library Association shall




An amendment may be added to this constitution by a two-thirds
majority of those present at any regular meeting.
.ARTICLE I
Pin
This Association shall have a state pin |hat may be worn all




Section 1. Nominating Committee. The President with the approval of the
Executive Board, shall appoint a Committee on Nominations nho
shall nominate two candidates for each office of President,
Vice-President, Secretazy, Treasurer and Reporter. Consent of
these nominees shall be obtained. Local library clubs may send
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rscommdndations for officers to the chairman of the Committee
on Nominations for the Committee's consideration.




Section 1. Duties of President. The President shall preside at all meetings
of this Association. He shall appoint chairmen of all com¬
mittees. He shall represent the Association upon necessary
occasions.
Section 2. Duties of Tice-Presldent. The Tice-Presldent shall preside in
the absence of the President and shall assume the duties of
the President in absence. He shall be chairman of all programs
for the year.
Section 3. IHities of Secretary. The Secretary shall keep an accurate
record of the minutes of all meetings, a list of all members
of the State Association. He shall conduct all necessary
correspondence of the Association.
Section h* Duties of Treasurer. The Treasurer shall keep an accurate
record of all moneys received and paid out. He shall not pay
out any money except upon signed order of the President. He
shall be ready to make a financial report at any time. Honeys
shall be kept in a diecking account and all bills paid by check.
Books shall be audited at the end of each year by a specially
appointed committee.
Section $, Duties of Beporter. The Beporter shall be the publicity agent
for the Association. He shall keep a record of Association
publicity in the form of a scrap book and shall include any
local unit news in a special section.
ABTICXE III
Amendments
An amendment may be added to this constitution by a two-thirds
majority of those present at any regular meeting.








Purposes for which this Association shall exist are:
A* To increase pupil Interest and participation in
school librai7 work.
B. To promote better understanding and cooperation between
local and State High School Library clubs.
C. To attract high-type pupil 11braiy assistants and to




Section 1. The membership of the Association shall be limited to the Senior
High School ptqpils, interested in library work, who are members
of a local school library club in North Carolina. The term
"Senior High School" shall be interpreted as any regular three-
year or four-year high school.
Section 2. Association membera who are graduated from Senior High Sdiool
may continue to be non-voting members of the Association upon
payment of special dues to the Treasurer each year. Dues shall
be 25 cents to cover mailing ejq}enses of membership.
ARTICLE IV
Officers
The officers of the Association shall be a President, Vice-President,











Adtlsorx Council. The nine losinbers of the Advlsozy Council
shall be the President of the North Carolina Library Associ¬
ation, the Librarian Adviser to each District President, one
school librarian appointed by the Chairman of the School and
Young Peoples Division of the North Carolina Library Association,
and the senior high school Librarian Adviser of the Association
President's local library club, eho shall be Chairman of the
Advisory Council.
The North Carolina School Library Adviser shall be Executive
Secretary, and the Chairman of the previous year's Advisory
Council shall be an ex-offlclo member of the Advisory Council.
Executive Council. The officers of the Association, and the
President from each of the six educational districts of the
North Carolina Hi^ School Library Association (districts as set
up by the North Carolina Education Asseolatlon) shall constitute
an Executive Council. Where no President has been elected In
a district the President of the North Carolina High School
Association shall appoint a temporary Chairman for that district.
The President shall be Chairman of the Executive Council.
ARTICLE VI
Meetings
Regular meetings of the State Association shall be held once a
year. In the spring. Additional meetings may be called by the
President with the approval of the Executive Board.
Regular meetings of the District Associations shall be held once
each year. In the fall, not later than December 1. Time and
place of each annual district meeting shall be determined by the
District President and his adviser. Additional meetings may be
called by the President mlth the approval of the Executive Board
of the District Association.
Regular meetings of the Local School Library Clubs shall be held
at least twice monthly and additional meetings may be called by
the President or the local club adviser.
ARTICLE Vn
Qualifications of Officers
The President shall have been a msidier of a local library club
for one ^ar before being eligible for the State Association
office, and shall be a moaber of the rising Senior Class In
Senior High School.
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Section 2. The Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and Reported shall
have been members of a local library club for one ]^ar before
being eligible for the Stats Association office and shall be
members of the rising Senior, Junior, or Sophomore Class in
Senior High School.
ARTKIE VIII
Embltm, Pin, Code, Flower
Section 1. The Association shall have a state pin and emblem, idiioh shall
expand the code: "Books are the Key to Knowledge."
Section 2. The Association shall have as its flower, the red carnation to
be used for decorations at all conventions, dinners and on
other appropriate occasions.
ARTICLE IX
The Colors of the Association
Section 1. The colors of the Association shall be blue and white.
Section 2. The colors shall be used for decoration themes with the red
carnation to represent the red, idilte and blue of the U.S Jl.
flag, and the blue and vhite of the North Carolina flag.
ARTICLE I
Amendments
This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the
members present at any masting, provided notice of the proposed change has
been given in the call for the meeting, in order that delegates may be




Section 1. Election Conmiittee. The President, with the approval of the
Executive Board, shall appoint a committee on elections, who
shall serve at the State Convention. Duties shall be to prepare
ballots, a balloting place for secret ballot, and a check-list











Nominations for officers shall be made from the floor of the
Convention at the first bvisiness meeting* Balloting shall be
by secret ballot with only the official delegates from each
school eligible to vote* Candidates receiving the simple
majority vote shall be declared elected and shall take office
on July 1st foUoiring* In ease of a tie vote the ballot shall
be decided ly lot*
Local library clubs. North Carolina Library Association, the
six DiS'triet Presidents, the North Carolina School Library
Adviser', and the American Library Association shall be notified
of the results of each aiectioEi*
ABTICLE n
Duties of Officers
The President shall preside at all meetings of the Association
and of the Executive Council. He shall appoint Chairmen of
all c<»milttee8« He shall represent the Association upon
necessary occasions*
The Vice>iVesid«it shall preside in the absmce of the Presidoit
and shall assume the duties of the President in-«b8ence. He
shall be Chairman of all programs for the year*
The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of the minutes of
all meetings, a list of all members of the State Association*
He shall conduct necessary correspcndence of the Association.
The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all moneys re¬
ceived and paid out* He shall not pay out any moiey except
u|K«i signed order of toe Flresident. He shall be ready to make
a financial import at any time* Money shall be kept in a
checking account and all bills paid by check. Books shall be
audited at toe «ad of each year ly a specially appointed com¬
mittee.
The Beporter shall be the publicity agent for the Associaticm.
He shall teep a record of Association publicity in the form of a
scrap book and shall include any local unit news in a special
section. He shall be responsible for getting informati(Hi to
newspapeirs, especially reporting toe State Conventi(m*
ARTICLE ni
Executive Board-J}uties
The Executive Board shall act for toe Association in intervals
betveoi meetings, make arrangements for the annual meeting and
for any other meetings deemed necessary*
Ill*
Section 2« The ExeeutlTe Board shall hare the power to fill yacaneies
in offices^ to 8p«id money for the esqpenses of the Assoeiatimi
and to traxisaet necessary business.
Section 3. The Advisory Board shall approve any transactitxis and poli<qr-
naking acts and shall guide the Association to reflect the
professional policies and standards of the North Carolina
Library Association and the American Library Association.
ARTICLE IV
Dues
Each local library club shall pay 25/ per member dues payable
October l5th. New members dues may be sent at any later date. Registration
fees necessary to the success of the meetings may be charged for Convention^
upon the approval of the Executive Board. Amount of the fee must be de¬
termined and members advised prior to the Convention.
ARTICLE V
Amendments
These by-laws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members
present at any meeting, provided notice of the proposed change has be^
given in the call for the meeting, in order that delegates may be instructed
on voting b7 the entire membership of the Association.
SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
CONSTITUTION
(Adopted ApHl 7, 195l)
ARTICLE I
Name




Purposes for idilch this association shall exist are:
A. To more thoroughly acquaint students with librazy
services, resources, and procedures.
B. To provide an opportunity for the development of
leadership.
C. To create wider interest in good books and reading.
D. To raise the prestige of the School Library.
E. To recruit students for profession of librarlanshlp.
ARTICIE III
Qualifications of Menibers
The menhership of this organization shall consist of high school
students participating in library work who awanembarap of a local library
group with a duly elected chairman.
ARTICLE IV
Officers
The officers of this association shall be a President, Vice-President,












The President shall be a member of a local library group
affiliated with a state organization and shall be a member
of the rising Senior Class in high school. He should have
been a member of his local group for one year.
The Vice-President shall be a member of a local library
group, affiliated with the state organization and shall be
a member of the rising Junior Class in high school He
should have been a member of his local group for one year.
The Secretary, Treasurer, and Reporter shall be manbers of
a local library group, affiliated with the state organization,
and shall be members of the rising Senior, Junior, or Sopho¬
more Class in high school.
ARTICLE VI
Executive Board
Advisory Council. The four members of Ifae Advisory Council
shall be the President of the School Library Section of the
South Carolina Education Association, the Supervisor of
Library Services of the State Department of Education, the
Scdiool Library Advisor of the Association President's local
library group, vdio shall be chairman of the Advlsoiy Council,
and the Chairman of Idle previous year's Advisory Council shall
be ex-officio member of the Advisory Council.
Executive Council. The officers of the Association and the
chairmen from the District Organizations based on Judicial
Districts of South Carolina shall be meobera of the Executive
Council. The chairmen from the districts with odd numbers
shall serve dazing the years that the school term begins in
the odd year. The chairmen of the districts with even numbers'
shall serve in the alternate years.
ARTICLE VII
Meetings
Regular meetings of the State Association shall be held once
a year. Additional meetings may be called by the President
with the approval of the Executive Board.
Regular meetings of the District Organizations shall be held




The Association shall have a state pin, emblem and motto.
ARTICLE H
Amendments
This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the
voting delegates piesent at any meeting, provided notice of the proposed
change has been given in the call for the meeting, in order that delegates
may be Instructed on voting by the entire membership of the Association.
ARTICLE 1
Source of Authority





Section 1. The President, with the approval of the Executive Board, shall
appoint a committee on Elections, which shall serve at tbe
State Convention. Duties shall be to prepare ballots, a
balloting place for a secret ballot, and a checklist of dele¬
gates eligible to vote, and to conduct the election and to
announce the results.
Section 2. Nominations for officers shall be made from the floor of the
Convention at the first business meeting. Balloting shall be
bysseerAt ballot with on^ the official delegates from each
district eligible to vote. Candidates receiving the simple
majority shall be declazed elected and shall take office at
the close of the annual meeting. Voting delegates shall be
allowed to abstain from voting If they so desire.
Section 3* No member shall hold the same office for more than one school
year.
Section U* District Library Clubs, the South Carolina Library Association,
the South Carolina Education Association, the South Carolina
Supervisor of Library Services of the State Department of Edu¬










of the resell of the election.
ARTICLE n
Duties of Officers
1. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Association
and of the Executive Council. He shall appoint the chairmen
of all conmlttees. He shall represent the Association upon
necessary occasions.
2. The Vice-President shall preside in the absence of the
President and shall assume the duties of the President in
absence. He shall be chairman of all programs for the year.
3. The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of the minutes of
all meetings, a list of all members of the State Association,
and shall conduct necessary correspondence of the Association.
U. The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all moneys re¬
ceived and paid out. He shall not pay out money except upon
signed order of the President or of the Executive Board. He
shall be ready to make a fliiancial report at any time. Money
shall be kept in a checking account and all bills paid by check.
Books shall be audited at the end of each year by a specially
appointed committee.
5. The Reporter shall be the publicity agent of the Association.
He shall keep a record of Association publicity in the form of
a scrapbook and shall include any local unit news in a special
section. He shall be responsible for getting Information to
newspapers, especially for reporting the State Convention.
ARTICLE in
Executive Board Duties
1. The Executive Board shall act for the Association in Intervals
between meetings and make arrangements for the annual meeting
and for any other meetings deemed necessary.
2. The Executive Board shall have the power to fill vacancies in
offices, to spend money for the expenses of the Association
and to transact necessary business.
3. The Advisory Board shall approve any transactions and policy¬
making acts and shall guide the Association to reflect the
professional policies and standards of the South Carolina
Llbraiy Association and the American Library Association and




Each local llbraiy group shall pay per loember dues, payable
November 1. New nembers dues may be sent at any later date.
ARTICLE V
Amendments
These by-laws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the voting
delegates present at any meeting, provided notice of tiie proposed change
has been given In the call for the meeting. In order that delegates may be
Instructed on voting by the entire membership of the association.
ANENDNBNTS
1. No school shall have mors than one office each year. (This
may be added as a second statement to Article U*)









Adopted April, 19^0, Houston, Texas.
Reylsed April 26, 1952, Galveston, Texas.
Revised February 19, 1955, Fort Worth, Texas.
ARTICLE I
Name and Objectives
The name of this organization shall be the TEEN-AGE LIERAHI
ASSOCIATION.
The Teen-Age Library Association is an organization sponsored
by the School Library Division of the Texas Library Associ¬
ation; it shall be guided by the policies of that organization.
The colors of this organization shall be blue and idiite. The
emblem shall be a closed book bearing the letters TJI.L.A.
The purpose of this organization shall bet to arouse and to
encourage interest in llbrarianshlp as a profession; to give
student library assistants opportunities for recognition and
participation comparable to those given to students partici¬
pating in other major school activities; to provide for inter¬
change of experiences and ideas; to gain knowledge about the
different kinds of library work connected with library service.
District meetings are to be held annually prior to the State
Convention. A state T.A.L.A. convention shall be held in the
early part of the year, preferably February or March. District
officers assume their duties following the State Convention.
ARTICLE II
Executive Board and Sponsors
There shall be an executive board conposed of the state officers
and their sponsors. This board shall act as an,agent through
which state chapters may transact business. The President of
the Teen-Age Library Association shall serve as chairman of
the Executivs Board. An Executive Board meeting may be arranged
by the President and the chairman of the School Libraries
Division in early fall to handle the business of the organization.
Sponsors. The sponsors shall Include the President of the Texas
Idbrary Association; the Chairman of the School Library Division
of the Texas Library Association; a State Counselor; and the











A sponsor may be re-appolnted.




The officers of this organization shall be the following:
President, Vice-President, Secretary* Treasurer, Corresponding
Secretary, Parliamentarian, and Historian.
The term of office for each officer shall be for one year,
and the officers shall assume their responsibilities In July
when the State sponsor assumes office. This gives officers
a full year's term and the Incoming officers sufficient time
to become acquainted with their duties.
Officers, except president and corresponding secretary, shall
be nominated by a nominating committee chosen by the president
from the delegates attending the annual meeting; the chairman
of this committee shall be appointed by the president. The
committee shall nominate two candidates for each office. Only
one candidate shall be nominated from any one school. The
State Counselor .or a sponsor delegated by her shall meet with
the nominating committee In advisory capacity. The corresponding
secretary shall be appointed by the president from his own
chapter.
Should a duly elected officer and the chapter to which he
belongs withdraw from the TJL.LJl., the executive board shall
have the right to appoint an officer to fill this vacancy.
ARTICLE lY
Duties of the Officers
The President shall preside at the meetings of the association.
He shall appoint all committees and supervise their activities
and shall endeavor to see that all projects planned for the
year are carried out.
The Vice-president, who Is President-elect, shall, with the
Treasurer, Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, Parliamentarian,
and Historian, assume the usual duties belonging to his
respective office. It shall fiirther be the duty of the Vice-
President to preside at meetings at the request of the President













It shall he the duty of the Beeordlng Secretary to cooperate
with the president In arranging programs for the state
meetings and In planning for and encouraging new chapters.
It shall he the duty of the Treasurer to keep accurate account
of all money paid In and paid out; to pay all hills Incurred
hy the organisation.
It shall he the duty of the Corresponding Secretary to act as
a sort of liaison officer for the chapters of the organisation
and to act as pilvate secretary to the president.
The Parliamentarian shall he responsible for correct parlla-
mentazy procedure and shall give the necessary ruling when
asked to do so or vhen the need arises.




Membership In the Teen-Age Library Association shall be granted,
by charter, to ary junior or senior high school which meets
the following conditions:
1. The local club shall be an organized library
club with elected officers.
2. There shall be at least ten members In the club.
3. The club shall be sponsored by the school librarian.
Application with payment of a dollar dues for a charter shall
be made to the State Sponsor.
Only i^hose are members of the Teen-Age Library Association
who are members of a library club holding a charter which
recognizes the club as a chapter of the association.
ARTICLE VI
Dues
Dues for this organization shall be $1.00 per year per chapter
to be paid to the treasurer between the opening of school
and December 31*
Each local chapter is entitled to receive all publications







Amendments. Suggested amendments must be submitted in writing
to the state president two months before the state meeting.
Copies of proposed amendments must be sent to all chapters
tot study a month before the state meeting. These amendments
shall be read at the opening session of the state convention




A quorum shall consist of the chapter members present at the
annual meeting.
In all matters to be voted on, each chapter shall be allowed
one vote. This vote shall be cast by a voting delegate
previously selected by the respective chapters.
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